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Zusammenfassung

Die vorliegende Arbeit quantifiziert an Hand idealisierter Experimente mit einem Ozeanmodell,

zu lateraler Scherung und baroklinen Instabilitäten, die künstliche Dissipation und Mischung,

die von verschiedenen Advektionsschemata hervorgerufen wird. Die Advektionsschemata wer-

den nach ihrem dissipativen Verhalten kategorisiert, wobei verschiedenen Maße, wie z.B. die

potentialle Hintergrundenergie und numerische Dissipation, zur Anwendung kommen. Derar-

tige Analysen helfen, unter Abwägung von Genauigkeit und Rechenaufwand, bei der Entschei-

dnung zwischen sehr genauen und komplexen Schemata und weniger komplexen Schamata

niedriger Ordnung. Als hochpräzise aber komplexe Schemata werden das Weighted Essen-

tially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) und das 5-point-stencile Monotonicity Preserving (MP5)

Schema verwendet. Als Vergleich werden die Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) Schemata

und einfache Upwind-Schemata verwendet. Eine genaue Analyse offenbart, dass das MP5 und

das SPL-max-1
3
(Symmetric Piecewise-Linear) Schema die besten Ergebnisse liefern, wobei

das MP5 Schema ungefär 2.3 mal numerisch aufwendiger ist als das SPL-max-1
3

Schema. Die

verschiedenen Advektionsschemata verhalten sich sehr ähnlich bei Simulationen mit großen

Rossby-Zahlen. Im Gegensatz dazu werden signifikante Unterschiede deutlich, wenn man Sim-

ulationen von baroklinischen Instabilitäten mit kleinen Rossby-Zahlen durchführt. Ein weiteres

Hauptergebnis der vorliegenden Studie ist, dass eine global positive numerische Dissipation und

positive potentielle Hintergrundenergie die vertikale Einschichtung der Wassersäule verzögern.
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Abstract

This research quantifies spurious dissipation and mixing of several different advection schemes

in some idealised experiments including lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities in the frame-

work of one ocean model. The advection schemes are categorised based on their dissipative

behaviour using several different methods such as background potential energy and numeri-

cal dissipation analysis. Such analyses help to choose between highly accurate but complex

schemes and lower order less complex schemes balancing accuracy and computational costs.

The Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO), the 5-point-stencil Monotonicity Pre-

serving (MP5) advection schemes are used as highly accurate complex schemes. The Total

Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes and the simple upwind schemes as less complex advec-

tion schemes are also compared. The analyses show that the MP5 scheme and the SPL-max-1
3

(Symmetric Piecewise-Linear) as a TVD advection scheme provide the best results although

the MP5 scheme is approximately 2.3 times more expensive than the SPL-max-1
3

scheme in

this implementation. In contrast to the configuration of baroclinic instability test case with

a small Rossby number, when significant differences between schemes become apparent, the

different advection schemes behave similarly for a larger Rossby number. Another major out-

come of the present study is that positive global numerical dissipation and positive background

potential energy evolution delay the restratification process.
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1 Introduction

Despite the enormous progress in the ocean modelling over the past decades, such as re-

fined numerical schemes and increased computational resources, numerical inaccuracies are

still one of the most prominent factors hampering quantitative analysis. This, specifically, is

the case for analysis of turbulence, mixing and transport, processes which are often blurred by

discretisation errors. Analysing one dimensional partial differential equations as a reasonable

initial step for developing complicated multidimensional complex flow solvers, has revealed

the complex characteristic of discretisation errors of the advection terms. These errors cause

numerical mixing and dissipation in ocean models which are inseparable from turbulent mixing

and dissipation.

The intensity of numerical mixing and dissipation highly depends on the method of discretisa-

tion, the resolution, the computation method of advective fluxes and the type of interpolation

functions for computing interface value. Appropriate design of these parameters can increase

the level of model predictability. In addition, improving the knowledge about the effects of nu-

merical mixing and numerical dissipation on flow and transport of tracer can help to optimise

the model and enhance the simulation results. In this research, the effects of several advec-

tion schemes on the development of flow are quantified in idealised numerical experiments for

different dynamical regimes using various analyses and diagnostic methods.

1.1 Scientific background

It is well known that discretisation errors of the advection terms lead to spurious mixing and dis-

sipation and may interact nonlinearly with parameterisations of turbulent mixing and transport.

Hecht (2010), for example, attributes spurious cooling within and below the thermocline to

interactions between dispersive centered tracer advection schemes and eddy parameterisations.

Holland et al. (1998) discuss the local Gibb’s phenomenon in the light of local anomalies due

to overshooting and undershooting oscillations in the tracer field. Farrow and Stevens (1995)

observe unphysical negative surface temperatures and spurious heating in some regions of an

eddying Antarctic model. Griffies et al. (2000) suggest to minimise the amount of spurious

diapycnal mixing in the ocean pycnocline by properly resolving the admitted scales of motion.
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1 Introduction

Lee et al. (2002) report excessive diapycnal fluxes and effective diffusion due to numerical

mixing and suggest using less diffusive horizontal advection schemes and appropriate vertical

resolution.

In ocean modelling, the first attempts to remove the stability problems of the simple cen-

tral advection schemes have been to use more diffusive schemes. Holland et al. (1998), for

example, discuss a simulation with a physically more realistic tracer pattern in a global model

by using upstream schemes instead of central advection schemes. Similar methods dealing with

the control of generation of spurious anomalies are now widely implemented in ocean mod-

elling. The Flux Limiter Method (FLM; Sweby, 1984), the Flux-Corrected Transport (FCT)

algorithm (Boris and Book, 1973; Zalesak, 1979) and the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM;

Colella and Woodward, 1984) are examples. Notwithstanding the substantial progress, these

schemes often suffer from diffusive or antidiffusive effects (e.g., Čada and Torrilhon, 2009).

The WENO scheme (Liu et al., 1994) aims to minimise these problems by using a convex

combination of all possible stencils for computing the interface value providing higher order

accuracy in smooth regions and seeking the smoothest solution near discontinuities. MP5

(Suresh and Huynh, 1997) employs a five-point stencil in a complex geometric approach to

approximate the advective flux. One of the aims of this research is to compare the effects of

these two more recent schemes with the more established flux limited schemes.

Due to the lack of analytical solutions, the quantification of discretisation errors is difficult

in complex three-dimensional model simulations. Following Winters et al. (1995) and Win-

ters and D’Asaro (1996), the estimation of spurious diapycnal mixing from the variations in

the background potential energy is suggested by Griffies et al. (2000). Getzlaff et al. (2010)

compute effective diffusivity and Ilıcak et al. (2012) quantify the global spurious dianeutral

transport. Urakawa and Hasumi (2014) quantify the numerical mixing in terms of spurious wa-

ter mass transformation rates. Burchard and Rennau (2008), inspired by the work of Maqueda

and Holloway (2006), quantify the local numerical mixing in terms of the local tracer variance

decay induced by the advection scheme. This is generalised to a similar approach to quantify

numerical dissipation as a kinetic energy loss due to the discretisation of the momentum ad-

vection (see Burchard, 2012; Klingbeil et al., 2014). In this thesis the energy variation due

to both numerical dissipation and numerical mixing is investigated using the numerical dissi-

pation (Klingbeil et al., 2014) and the background potential energy analyses (e.g., Winters

et al., 1995).
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1.2 Scientific goals and motivation

1.2 Scientific goals and motivation

The performance of advection schemes are investigated in a wide range of fluid dynamic appli-

cations from engineering scales to large, synoptic scales (e.g. Gerdes et al., 1991; Hólm, 1995;

Pietrzak, 1998; Winton et al., 1998; James, 2000; Wang and Hutter, 2001a; Namin et al.,

2004; Fringer and Armfield, 2005; Maqueda and Holloway, 2006; Ezer, 2006). However, in

oceanic applications, just a few advection schemes are used. Therefore, little is known about

the effects of the modern complex advection schemes on oceanic flow. Despite this, the studies

which compare the performance of advection schemes did not use a single ocean model for

the comparison. For example, Ilıcak et al. (2012) use the PPM advection scheme from the

Modular Ocean Model (MOM) and the Piecewise Linear Method (PLM) from the Generalised

Ocean Layered Model (GOLD). Since the structures of ocean models are different, it is hard to

attribute the observed differences in the results only to the performance of advection schemes.

Furthermore, the numerical experiments suggested for the comparison in the literature are

either designed for very specific conditions (e.g. fresh water patch; James, 1996) or they

include complex physical processes that makes the investigation challenging (e.g., Rennau and

Burchard, 2009). This indicates a need to introduce a set of numerical experiments for investi-

gating the effects of advection schemes on development of flow for different dynamical regimes.

The diagnosis of numerical dissipation is applied to idealised re-entrant channel simulations of

lateral and baroclinic shear instability under different dynamical conditions. Such configura-

tions are also used to develop and to test eddy parameterisations (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008;

Brüggemann and Eden, 2014). Since the validation of such parameterisations depends on nu-

merical effects of advection schemes, investigating such effects is the central aim of this study.

The advection schemes are initially categorised based on their dissipative behaviour performing

two 2D numerical experiments. Then, the effects of the categorised advection schemes are

investigated on baroclinic and lateral shear instabilities. 2D test cases add to the results of the

simple 1D initial value problems in the literature because they analyse the performance of the

numerical schemes in a full ocean model for a steady state and a turbulent flow. This provides

insight into the more complex test case of baroclinic instability which is performed for small

and large Rossby numbers solving both the momentum and tracer equations. For all setups

the modern WENO and MP5 schemes are compared to popular TVD schemes and the simple

third-order upwind scheme. This study provides an opportunity to advance the knowledge of

numerically modelling lateral mesoscale and submesoscale processes. The proper choice of

advection scheme might reduce the bias towards vertical fluxes of buoyancy. Consequently,

for eddy-resolving ocean models, new effective mixing parameterisations can be derived and

highly accurate results might be obtained. Therefore, the key research question of this study

3



1 Introduction

is whether the new complex accurate advection schemes can reduce the numerical energy loss

of the experiments, for different horizontal resolutions and different dynamical regimes, or not.

1.3 Outline of the thesis

The first chapter reviews the reports of numerical problems occurring in ocean models due to

discretisation errors of advection schemes. The scientific background of the diagnostic meth-

ods and the development of advection schemes are briefed. The significance and the purpose

of performing a set of simulations for lateral and baroclinic shear instabilities are explained.

The second chapter explains the algorithms of several advection schemes which are developed

to fulfil accuracy and to minimise the associated numerical problems. The advection schemes

are presented in three groups based on the type of errors occurring in a 1D solution of the

advection equation. The third chapter introduces the equations of motion and corresponding

approximations appropriate for large-scale oceanic flow. The recent methods in the litera-

ture for diagnosing and quantifying the numerical dissipation and mixing are reviewed. The

presented methodology is designed in a way that first the advection schemes are categorised

based on their dissipative or diffusive behaviour. Then their effects on instability processes are

studied. This chapter connects the physical meaning of the main properties of the flow, e.g.

viscosity to the numerical concepts of same quantities, e.g. numerical viscosity. The fourth

chapter introduces a new system of steady state eddies with an approximation of the water

elevation, the Honeycomb test case, for analysing the dissipative behaviour of the advection

schemes. The fifth chapter is devoted to the numerical effects on lateral shear and baroclinic

instabilities. The lateral shear experiment adds to the results from the Honeycomb experiment

because it solves turbulent flow including sharp discontinuities in the initial velocity field. The

baroclinic instability experiment is a more realistic 3D flow solving both momentum and tracer

equations. This experiment is configured for two cases with small and large Rossby numbers.

Chapters 6 and 7 provide a summary and an outlook for future works.

Parts of this thesis have already been submitted for publication:

� Mohammadi-Aragh, M., Klingbeil, K., Brüggemann, N., Eden, C. and Burchard, H.,

2014. Submitted: The impact of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic

instability. Ocean Modelling.
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2 Evolution and development of

advection schemes

2.1 Introduction

The focus of this chapter is on reviewing the development of different Eulerian-based advection

schemes on a regular uniform grid from very simple first order upwind schemes to complex

geometric algorithms (for irregular and unstructured grids, see e.g. Spekreijse, 1987; Friedrich,

1998; Burbeau et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2008; Shu, 2003). The main numerical problems

due to discretisation errors of advection terms are introduced and the methods for removing

or minimising them are discussed.

Nearly all of the fundamental mathematical research for developing new advection schemes

starts off with considering a very simple initial value problem with a constant velocity field

and an equidistant grid of points with the aim to improve the spatial discretisation methods

and interpolation functions. It is demonstrated by Hirsch (2007) that improving time inte-

gration methods does not remove the well known numerical errors of advection schemes, e.g.

oscillation near an extremum. If this principle is generalised to three dimensional flow solvers,

the customary explicit discretisation method used for solving the advection terms in ocean

models is not likely to be the source of the observed numerical problems. Nevertheless, the

numerical models in geoscience application, e.g. Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP), need

appropriate methods for high resolution setups with timely simulations. The computation costs

of such simulations are very high for explicit discretisation method. Therefore, the leapfrog

scheme, i.e. a simple central time integration, Lagrangian or semi-Lagrangian schemes might

be alternatively chosen (for more discussion and details of Lagrangian and semi-Lagrangian

see the comprehensive review of Staniforth and Côté, 1991). These methods, despite their

fast algorithms, might not be appropriate for long simulations, e.g. ocean modelling, because

the leapfrog scheme shows dispersion errors, the Lagrangian method might not be able to

represent the main characteristics of the flow due to highly irregular final spaced set and the

semi-Lagrangian method is suffering from the lack of conservation of quantities, e.g. mass

(see e.g., Zerroukat et al., 2002, 2005). Therefore, this study is confined to an ocean model
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2 Evolution and development of advection schemes

with explicit discretisations.

In addition to the accuracy problem of advection schemes in long term simulations (see sec-

tion 2.2), simple high order advection schemes generate oscillating solutions near an extremum

(see section 2.3). The oscillations do not reflect relevant physical meaning of quantities, e.g.

temperature. Negative values, or values out of the acceptable range are generated. In this

chapter some of the approaches that remove or minimise these effects are reviewed. These

methods are categorised in two groups. The methods in the first group control the generation

of oscillations, e.g. the Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) schemes (see section 2.5) and

those in the second group seek the least oscillative solution, e.g. the WENO scheme (see

section 2.6). To ensure that the schemes do not generate oscillation, it is necessary that the

condition of TVD is fulfilled (see section 2.2). In addition to this classification, the advection

schemes, according to Zalesak (1987) and Yang and Przekwas (1992) categorisation, as re-

viewed by James (1996) and Pietrzak (1998), are divided in two groups of algebraic schemes

and geometric schemes. The first group generally combines the lower order schemes with

higher order schemes to reconstruct interpolation functions (see section 2.5) and the latter

uses subcell curves to approximate the fluxes (see section 2.6). Although the development of

these schemes is originated from different logical concepts, they might finally show mathemat-

ically equivalent schemes. Readers are referred to the work of Thuburn (1997) for similarity

between TVD-schemes and Positive Schemes and the work of Spekreijse, 1987 and Berger

et al., 2005 for similarities between SLM and FLM.

2.2 First order advection schemes

The discretisation of the advection equation

∂S

∂t
+ u

∂S

∂x
= 0, (2.1)

can be written as:

Sn+1
i =

∑
j

bjS
n
i+j, (2.2)

where Si and bi, n and u are tracer concentration, a nonlinear function for grid cell i, the

current time step and the velocity, respectively. Figure 2.1 illustrates the relation between

the concentration of computational cells in a general two time level scheme. Based on this

approach, for example, the first and simplest discretisation of the 1D advection equation is
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2.3 High order advection schemes

the First Order Upwind (FOU) scheme, written as:

Sn+1
i = crSni−1 + (1− cr)Sni , (2.3)

where cr is the Courant number. The first order advection schemes are not suggested for

tn+1

n

i-3 i-2 i-1 i i+1 i+2 i+3

b−3
b−2

b−1

b

b+1

b+2

b+3

Figure 2.1: Explicit advection schemes compute the concentration of the computational
cell Sn+1

i at time step n + 1 from the concentration of the neighbour computational
cells at time step n. bi is a nonlinear function which specifies the contribution of Sni in
the new solution Sn+1

i . The vertical and horizontal axes are the time and space axes,
respectively. This sketch is reproduced from Hirsch (2007).

ocean modeling, because their central scheme with forward time difference is unconditionally

unstable and very noisy, their First Order Upwind (FOU) scheme is very diffusive due to

discretisation errors and is consequently useless for long-term unsteady problems (e.g., Hirsch,

2007). Figure (2.2.a) compares the results of an initial value problem using the FOU scheme

with analytical solution. The result shows that the FOU scheme is very diffusive.

2.3 High order advection schemes

Higher order schemes can fulfill the accuracy concept better than the first order schemes.

Nevertheless, there are still some numerical errors. The second order schemes, e.g. the Lax-

Wendroff scheme does not generate physical meaningful oscillation and phase errors next to

discontinuities or extrema. Figure (2.2.b) compares the results of an initial value problem using

a third order upwind scheme with analytical solution. It shows that increasing the spatial order

of advection schemes does not remove the errors. Crowley (1968), for instance, developed

first, second and forth order schemes of concentration equation in advective and flux form and

Tremback et al. (1987) generalised that method to the order of ten. Nevertheless, oscillations

might still be generated.
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2 Evolution and development of advection schemes

(a) First Order Upstream

(b) Third Order Upstream

Figure 2.2: 1D advection transport problem with periodic boundaries, cr = 0.5, 1000 grid
cells using a) the FOU scheme and b) the third order upstream scheme over three
periods. The FOU scheme is diffusive and the third order upwind scheme generate
oscillation and phase errors. The black line is the analytical solution.

2.4 Monotonicity, total variation diminishing and positive

definite functions

Monotonicity condition are introduced to ensure that the advected quantities such as salinity

and density have a relevant physical meaning. ”A method is monotonicity preserving if it

will preserve monotone-increasing or monotone-decreasing initial data” (Durran, 2010). The

generation of oscillations increases the total variation

TV (S) =
M∑
i=1

|∆S|, (2.4)
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2.5 Algebraic schemes

where M is the number of computational cells in a one dimensional row and ∆S = Si−Si−1.

If the total variation satisfies

TV
(
Sn+1

)
≤ TV (Sn) for all n, (2.5)

the numerical scheme is Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) and the monotonicity condition

is fulfilled. In addition to TVD schemes, Total Variation Bounded (TVB) schemes, fulfilling

TV
(
Sn+1

)
≤ const. for all n, (2.6)

provide less restrictions and let schemes be more accurate. However, a scheme which is TVD

is certainly TVB as the total variation (TV (Sn+1)) of the scheme is bounded to its initial

value ( e.g., Leveque, 2002; Shu, 1987). In addition to TVD schemes, the positive-definite

advection schemes are introduced to generate physically plausible results. The positive-definite

schemes like monotone schemes do not produce negative values from positive values and the

positive define quantities remain positive through the whole advection process (e.g., Bott,

1988; Smolarkiewicz, 1984). However, there is no straightforward relation between TVD and

monotonicity preserving schemes and positive-definite schemes (Durran, 2010).

2.5 Algebraic schemes

2.5.1 Filling algorithms and uniform viscosity

The simplest approach for removing the induced numerical oscillations in ocean models is sub-

stituting negative values occurred in the numerical solution for zero, namely, filling algorithms.

This approach failed because it violates the mass conservation in the system. To fix that, for

each occurring negative value that is changed to zero, somewhere else a positive value should

be reduced to keep the scheme conservative. In addition, ocean modelers generally intro-

duce viscosity uniformly to the model to remove or reduce oscillations. Introducing viscosity

smoothes the gradients of scalar or vector quantities in other regions.

2.5.2 Boundary conditions and artificial viscosity

The other attempt to avoid oscillations, as reviewed by Hirsch (2007), is to implement bound-

ary conditions on two sides of a discontinuity. This technique is used in engineering applications

and is very complicated because the shock surfaces are in motion relative to the grids of the

differential equation and boundary conditions are nonlinear. Later, the concept of artificial

viscosity is introduced by VonNeumann and Richtmyer (1950) as an alternative to implement-

9



2 Evolution and development of advection schemes

ing boundary conditions to ignore the presence of a discontinuity. Artificial viscosity damps

the shock and makes the discontinuity smoother. The dissipative mechanism is presented

by adding a new term in the pressure, which has a considerable value when is near the dis-

continuity. This concept which is expanded also by Lax and Wendroff (1960) is considered

the omitted quadratic term when there is discontinuity. The coefficient of this term is called

artificial viscosity because it appears in the equations similar to the artificial terms deployed

by VonNeumann and Richtmyer (1950).

2.5.3 Flux Corrected Transport (FCT)

The flux Corrected Transport (FCT) technique, after some efforts of using artificial viscosity,

is introduced by Boris and Book (1973) (see also Book et al., 1975; Boris and Book, 1976;

Zalesak, 1979; Patnaik et al., 1987). The FCT technique is originally proposed to modify the

solution of second order schemes. Each FCT technique consists of three operations namely,

transport, diffusion and antidiffusion. The transport stage (might be simultaneous with dif-

fusion stage) can be any kind of diffusive and dispersive finite differential scheme. Then, an

antidiffusion operation is designed in a way that sufficient antidiffusion is introduced every-

where to eliminate or reduce numerical effects, although it is desirable to know where and how

much antidiffusion should be applied. The simplest antidiffusion is computed in the SHASTA

scheme (Sharp And Smooth Transport Algorithm; a simple explicit geometric interpretation

that considers the solution as initial concentration function but with shifted position; Boris

and Book, 1973) with setting velocity to zero in a second order scheme and considering the

remaining diffusion type terms with opposite sign as antidiffusion. Thus, it is expected that the

original fluxes are limited or corrected without generating new extrema, although the results

might be very sensitive to antidifussion operation and it might insert other kind of numerical

errors to the model. The reader is referred to the works of Gerdes et al. (1991) and Griffies

et al. (2000) for the performance of FCT in ocean models.

2.5.4 Hybrid methods

Simultaneous with FCT, Harten and Zwas (1972) suggested hybrid methods as the approaches

that gains monotonicity from combining a monotone advection scheme and a higher order

advection scheme. This method suggests an algorithm which switches automatically and

smoothly from higher order scheme to the monotone scheme in case of a discontinuity or

when a global value like background potential energy is reduced or increased from the initial

value (e.g., Fringer and Armfield, 2005).

10



2.5 Algebraic schemes

2.5.5 Flux Limiter Method (FLM)

An extension to the hybrid methods, the Flux Limiter Method (FLM), is systemically explained

by Sweby (1984). FLM is very similar to FCT and deploys a first order monotone scheme and

an antidiffusion flux. However, FLM is a single-step procedure while FCT is at least a two-step

algorithm. According to Hirsch (2007), the discretised higher order advection scheme (e.g.,

Lax Wendroff)

Sn+1
i = Sni − cr

(
Sni − Sni−1

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Monotonic

− (2.7)

FL (r)

(
1

2
(1− cr) cr

(
Sni − Sni−1

)
− 1

2
(1− cr) cr

(
Sni−1 − Sni−2

))
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Antidiffusive Flux

,

is reformulated as a combination of a first order monotone scheme and an additional nonlinear

term (antidiffusive flux) which is multiplied by a flux limiter function, FL (r). The flux limiter

function is designed in a way that the limited antidiffusive flux makes the scheme TVD and the

advection scheme has the most possible nonlinearity property. The flux limiter is a function

of successive gradients, ri,

ri ≡
Si+1 − Si
Si − Si−1

≤ 1, (2.8)

which should remain less than unity to fulfill the first monotonicity condition. The left sketch

of the figure 2.3 shows that r is positive and the monotonicity condition is satisfied. On the

other hand, the successive gradient seen in the right sketch is negative, and shows the general

pattern of numerical oscillation. In addition, it is shown that any limiter function has to satisfy

0 ≤ FL (r)

r
≤ 2, (2.9)

and

0 ≤ FL (r) ≤ 2, (2.10)

to make the scheme TVD. This TVD constraint for FLM is illustrated in Figure 2.4 in a

r − FL(r) domain. Although using a FLM scheme improves the numerical solution to some

extend and does not let oscillations be generated in the solution, the TVD schemes suffer from

smearing and squaring effects. Figure 2.5, shows the results of a 1D simulation of advection

transport problem using two different FLM schemes. Figure 2.5.a shows that the sharp edges

of the solution are smeared, so called smearing effect. Figure 2.5.b shows that the smooth

11
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b

a

c

b

a

c

S S

X Xi-1 i i+1 i+2 i-1 i i+1 i+2

Figure 2.3: The left and right panels compare the monotonic and nonmonotonic solutions,
respectively. The successive gradient ri is used to diagnose the monotonic and non-
monotonic zones. ri for the left and right panels are negative and positive, respectively.
a = Si+1−Si, b = Si−Si−1 and ri = a

b
. This sketch is reproduced from Hirsch (2007).

extrema are gradually changed to edgy corners, so called squaring effect. Wang and Hutter

(2001b) compare the efficiency of some advection schemes including first order schemes, not

limited second order schemes, third order advection schemes, one FCT scheme, the most

frequently applied TVD schemes and the modified TVD-schemes regarding their numerical

diffusivity, and the production of spurious oscillations for convective dominated problems. It

is concluded that for all schemes a refinement of the grid size decreases the errors. It is shown

that for high resolution simulations FCT does not show any advantages to the third order

schemes and the modified TVD scheme is the most competent method.

2.5.6 Godunov’s scheme

The first order finite-volume conservative method suggested by Godunov (1959) is the basis

of a new series of effective higher order schemes to solve the Riemann problems, i.e. a

conservation law together with piecewise constant data including a single discontinuity e.g.,

discretised domains at grid interfaces (see e.g., Van Leer, 1984).

2.5.7 Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) scheme

Harten et al. (1987) introduce a class of nonlinear high order schemes, Essentially Non-

Oscillatory (ENO) schemes, as an extension to the Godunov scheme. The central idea of ENO

is to select a certain number of adjacent computational cells for a stencil using a smoothness

function (the function that diagnose the local smoothness of the interpolation function) to

reconstruct the smoothest possible interpolation function. Using such an interpolation func-
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FL(r)

r
1 2

1

2

Figure 2.4: The permissible region for flux limiter functions to make higher order advec-
tion schemes TVD schemes.

tion to approximate the advective fluxes generates higher order accuracy in smooth regions

and prevents oscillations at discontinuities. The freely adaptive stencil feature of ENO and its

high sensitivity to very small perturbations in the order of machine round-off might cause that

algorithm to make mistake in designing the most appropriate stencil.

2.5.8 Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) scheme

As a remedy for the drawback of the ENO (see section 2.5.7) method to reduce the cost of the

algorithm for seeking the most appropriate stencil in ENO, a new version of ENO, the Weighted

Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) scheme is suggested (Liu et al., 1994). Each individual

stencil (Str(i), r = 0, . . . , k−1) among k possible candidate stencils produces an interpolation

function for approximating the interface value Sri+1/2 which is used for approximating the fluxes

(see figure 3.3). WENO deploys a convex combination

Si+1/2 =
k−1∑

0

ωrS
r
i+1/2, (2.11)

of all approximated interface values as the final approximation of the interface value Si+1/2.

The nonlinear weights ωr have the following properties

ωr =
αr

Σk−1
m=0αm

, r = 0, . . . , k − 1, ωr ≥ 0,
k−1∑
r=0

ωr = 1, (2.12)
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2 Evolution and development of advection schemes

(a) SPL− 1
3

(b) Superbee

Figure 2.5: 1D advection transport problem with periodic boundary, cr = 0.5, 1000 cells
using a) the SPL-1

3
scheme b) the Superbee scheme over 21 periods. The SPL-1

3
scheme

causes smearing effect the Superbee scheme causes squaring effect. The black line is
the analytical solution.

where

αr =
dr

(ε+ βr)
2 , dr > 0,

k−1∑
r=0

dr = 1, (2.13)

are computed from the relative local smoothness measurement of interpolation functions,

βr. The smoothness measurement is designed so that the scheme provides a higher order of

accuracy in smooth regions and minimises the effect of the stencil which includes discontinuity.

Table 2.1 summarises the parameters used in this research for k = 3. βr, for k = 3, is computed

as follows:

β0 =
13

12
(Si − 2Si+1 + Si+2)2 +

1

4
(3Si − 4Si+1 + Si+2)2 , (2.14)

β1 =
13

12
(Si−1 − 2Si + Si+1)2 +

1

4
(Si−1 − Si+1)2 , (2.15)

β2 =
13

12
(Si−2 − 2Si−1 + Si)

2 +
1

4
(Si−2 − 4Si−1 + 3Si)

2 (2.16)

In general, the WENO scheme is more stable than ENO and their resulting fluxes are smoother
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ε d0 d1 d2

10−6 3/10 3/5 1/10

Table 2.1: The resolutions and parameters used in the baroclinic test case.

(Shu, 2003). The abundant suggestions for computing the combination weights show the

sensitivity of the approximated fluxes to βr. In contrast to the earlier reviewed one-step

schemes, the effective ENO (e.g., Shu and Osher, 1988, 1989) schemes and the WENO

schemes are discretised in semi-discrete (separated time and spatial integration) format using

TVD-Runge-Kutta time-marching schemes (e.g., Gottlieb and Shu, 1998; Gottlieb et al., 2001).

This increases the costs of computation, but provides better accuracy. Figure 2.6.a illustrates

that the WENO scheme does not cause smearing and squaring effects.

(a) WENO

(b) MP5

Figure 2.6: 1D advection transport problem with periodic boundary, cr = 0.5, 1000 cells
using a) the WENO scheme b) the MP5 scheme over 21 periods. Smearing and squaring
effects are not observed. The black line is the analytical solution.
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2 Evolution and development of advection schemes

2.6 Geometric schemes

Geometrical algorithms include three steps, namely reconstruction, involvement and remapping

(see e.g., Van Leer, 1973). First, a one-dimensional Lagrangian curve is reconstructed. Then,

the curve evolves and finally, slope limited (i.e. using the Slope Limiter Method; SLM) interface

values are computed from remapping the final curve onto the Eulerian grid. The interface

fluxes are approximated by solving Riemann problems at grid interfaces. The new generation

of geometric schemes substitute higher order curves for the existing subcell curve. Van Leer’s

scheme (Monotone Upstream-centered Schemes for Conservation Laws; MUSCL), for example,

is in fact an improved Godunov’s scheme by substituting a piecewise subcell linear curve for

a constant value. Similarly, the Piecewise Parabolic Method (PPM) (Colella and Woodward,

1984; Colella and Sekora, 2008), the Parabolic Spline Method (PSM) (Zerroukat et al., 2006)

and the Quadratic Spline Method (QSM) (Zerroukat et al., 2010) are examples for attempts to

improve the method by deploying higher order subcell interpolation function and introducing

new slope limiters. The main drawbacks of the SLM schemes are the degeneration to first

order scheme near an extremum. This problem is solved effectively by the work of Suresh and

Huynh (1997) (see section 2.6.2).

2.6.1 Slope Limiter Method (SLM)

Van Leer (1973) as a pioneer of developing advection schemes in a geometrical framework

introduces the basics of Slope Limiter Method (SLM) by explaining how introducing viscosity

can tune the Lax-Wendroff scheme. The numerical tests and analyses present the limitations

for the viscosity, q, to keep the Godunov’s scheme

Sn+1
i = Sni − cr/2

(
Sni+1 − Sni−1

)
+ q/2

(
Sni+1 − 2Sni + Sni−1

)
(2.17)

stable and monotone. The condition for numerical stability and monotonicity is that the

viscosity satisfies the following conditions:

cr2 ≤ q ≤ 1 (2.18)

and

|cr| ≤ q ≤ 1. (2.19)

Figure 2.7 shows all possible monotonic and non-monotonic results of the Lax-Wendroff scheme

(Van Leer, 1973). Each black curve is a parabola which is fitted to the points. A viscosity less
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2.6 Geometric schemes

than the Courant number causes the fitted parabola curve through three adjacent points in

the potential non monotonic region to dip under (over) the minimum (maximum) level of the

points, respectively. Figure 2.7 demonstrates that for a smoothness coefficient (co) between

−1 and 1, the parabola dedicated to the Lax-Wendroff (LW) dips under LL line (the black

horizontal line) which shows the lowest level of the three points. For smoothness coefficient

C
co=-1

LW

LL LL LL

LL LL

LW LW

LW

LW

co=-1/2 co=0

co=1/2 co=1

MM MM

MM

VL

VL

VL

Figure 2.7: The non-monotonic zone of Lax-Wendroff scheme. This sketch is reproduced
from Van Leer (1973). In this figure, co is the smoothness coefficient characterised by
co = 2

(
Sni − Sni−1

)
/
((
Sn+1
i+1

)
−
(
Sni+1 − Sni+1

))
.

equal to 1 and -1 and smoothness coefficients out of this range, the curve is just tangent to

the LL line and the advection scheme does not generate oscillations. There are no reasons to

accept that such lower values occur in the exact solution. Therefore, a monotone curve must

be substituted for the LW curve to enhance monotonicity (Van Leer, 1973). The very first idea

is to get the MM curve (mean mod curve, the red line) as an alternative for LW when it goes

lower than LL, but according to the idea of implementing nonlinearity it is better to apply a

curve (VL; Van Leer curve; the green line) above the LW curve. The simplest one is a curve

which is tangent to the LL line and goes through two adjacent points. In addition, the VL

curve fits to the LW curve in case that the coefficient is in the range of -1 and 1. Therefore,

the proposed scheme can be reformulated for the non-monotonic area as follows:

Sn+1
i − Sni = −cr2

(
Sni − Sni−1

)
− 1 < co < 0, (2.20)
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2 Evolution and development of advection schemes

and

Sn+1
i − Sni = −cr (2− cr)

(
Sni − Sni−1

)
0 ≤ co < 1. (2.21)

To keep the nonlinearity (higher accuracy) and monotonicity properties, it is suggested to

apply a curve tangent to the horizontal line passing from the target point and going through

two other points which is possible by selecting appropriate viscosity. Thus, this scheme is the

same as substituting q for the term cr (1− cr) (1− |co|) in case of |co| < 1.

2.6.2 Five point-stencil Monotonicity Preserving (MP5) scheme

Suresh and Huynh (1997) introduce a new limiting geometric algorithm using a five-point

stencil due to the fact that at least five points are needed to distinguish between an extremum

and a discontinuity (see figure 2.8). This method introduces a new monotonicity preserving

algorithm that does not degenerate the accuracy into the accuracy of a first order scheme

near an extremum. Figure 2.6.b illustrates that MP5 provide high accuracy and does not

cause smearing and squaring effects. Following Suresh and Huynh (1997) some definitions are

presented as follows:

I[Si, . . . , Si+M ] = [min (Si, . . . , Si+M) ,max (Si, . . . , Si+M)], (2.22)

and

minmod (x, y) =
1

2
(sgn (x) , sgn (y)) min (|x|, |y|) , (2.23)

and

median (x, y, z) = x+ minmod (y − x, z − x) , (2.24)

where M is here the number of computational cells in the stencil. In addition, sgn (x) is equal

to 1 if x > 0, -1 if x < 0 otherwise it is equal to zero. Similar to the other geometric methods,

the MP5 scheme consists of two steps. In the first step, the reconstruction step, the original

interface values of the left side and right side of the interface are computed. The final limited

interface values are determined based on the point value in upwind direction or solving the

Riemann problem. In this section, just the reconstruction and limiting algorithms of the left

original interface value are reviewed. The right interface value is computed with the same

approach but using a shifted stencil. In the first stage the original interface value

Si+1/2 = (2Si−2 − 13Si−1 + 47Si + 27Si+1 − 3Si+2) , (2.25)
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(a) (b)S S

Si−1 Si

Si+1
Si−1 Si

Si+1

Figure 2.8: The three identical values Si−1, Si and Si+1 in (a) and (b) resemble an ex-
tremum and a discontinuity, respectively. This sketch is reproduced from Suresh and
Huynh (1997).

is approximated using a fourth order polynomial. Moreover, a mth order ENO scheme can

also be used for higher order schemes. For example, for m=4,

Si+1/2 = (−3Si−3 + 25Si−2 − 101Si−1 + 319Si + 214Si+1 − 38Si+2 + 4Si+3) /420, (2.26)

is obtained from a seven-point stencil. In the second step, a geometric monotonicity preserving

S

i− 1 i i+ 1

Steepest slope

Si+1/2

Si
Si−1/2

SUL

Figure 2.9: For monotonicity it is necessary that Si−1/2 ∈ I [Si−1, Si] and
Si+1/2 ∈ I

[
Si, S

UL
]
. This sketch is reproduced from Suresh and Huynh (1997).

algorithm is used. Figure 2.9 illustrates the monotonicity preserving constraints. It is assumed

that

Si−1/2 ∈ I [Si−1, Si] , (2.27)
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and

Si+1/2 ∈ I
[
Si, S

UL
]
, (2.28)

where SUL, the upper limit value at the interface i+ 1/2 is extrapolated linearly

SUL = Si + α (Si − Si−1) . (2.29)

It is shown (Suresh and Huynh, 1997) that the first Runge-Kutta intermediate value of Si is

located between Si−1 and Si in case that cr ≤ 1/ (1 + α). For Runge-kutta time stepping,

α = 4 is suggested (Suresh and Huynh, 1997). Since substituting i with i+ 1 implies that

Si+1/2 ∈ I [Si, Si+1] , (2.30)

(2.28) and (2.30) cause Si+1/2 to be located in the interval I
[
Si, S

MP
]

where

SMP = Si + minmod (Si+1 − Si, α (Si − Si−1)) , (2.31)

is the median of Si, Si+1 and SUL. To fulfill the monotonicity preserving condition, the original

interface value is fitted into the interval I
[
Si, S

MP
]

by substituting the median of Si+1/2, Si

and SMP for Si+1/2. for the proof of the monotonicity see work of Suresh and Huynh (1997).

However, the resultant monotonicity similar to the previous advection schemes degenerates the

accuracy near an extremum to first order by determining the interface value by the upwind point

value. Figure 2.10, for example, illustrates two conditions that the final interface values is equal

to the upwind point value. Suresh and Huynh (1997) suggest to solve this problem by enlarging

the constraining intervals and introducing a new monotonicity condition. Figures 2.11.a and

2.11.b illustrate the interval I [Si, Si+1] and I
[
Si, S

UL
]

being enlarged to I
[
Si, Si+1, S

MD
]

and I
[
Si, S

UL, SLC
]
, respectively. In the first enlarged monotonicity interval, SMD is the

median of three values SAV, the average of the two adjacent point values, SFL and SFR, the

linearly extrapolated values from the left and right point values at interface, respectively. In

the second enlarged monotonicity interval,

SLC = Si +
1

2
(Si − Si−1) +

4

3
dMM
i−1/2, (2.32)

is computed at interface as a point on a parabola determined by Si, Si−1 and d = 4dMM
i−1/2

where dMM
i+1/2 = minmod (di, di+1) and di = Si−1 +Si+1−2Si. To fulfill the monotonicity pre-

serving condition, the original interval value is fitted into the accuracy-monotonicity-preserving

interval Si+1/2 ∈
[
Smin, Smax

]
by substituting the median of Si+1/2, Smin and Smax for Si+1/2.
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S

i+ 1/2

Si+1/2 = Si = Si+1

S

i+ 1/2

Si+1/2 = Si−1 = Si

(a) (b)

Figure 2.10: Two examples that SMP = Si and the scheme is degenerated to a first order
upwind scheme. In case a) Si = Si+1 and in case b) Si−1 = Si. This sketch is
reproduced from Suresh and Huynh (1997).

Smin,Smax is computed from the intersection of two enlarged intervals by

Smin = max
[
min

(
Si, Si+1, S

MD
)
,min

(
Si, S

UL, SLC
)]

(2.33)

Smax = min
[
max

(
Si, Si+1, S

MD
)
,max

(
Si, S

UL, SLC
)]

(2.34)

2.7 Quadratic conservative properties

It is well known that the finite difference schemes for two-dimensional incompressible flow

violate the physical quadratic conservation, e.g. the conservation of mean kinetic energy and

enstrophy (e.g., Arakawa, 1966). The need of predicting the mean state of the flow accurately

is the reason for developing other type of advection schemes which conserve the physical

quadratic properties for two dimensional flow. Arakawa and Lamb (1977), for example, design

the interaction between computational cells in a 2D horizontal stencil such that the schemes

conserves the quadratic quantities for a long time simulation. However, these schemes do

not control the generation of oscillations. It is conceivable that viscosity or friction should be

added to the model to remove the unwanted effects. For a comprehensive review of this type

of advection schemes readers are referred to the work of Ketefian and Jacobson (2009, 2011).

2.8 Modern advection schemes

The main idea behind all new advection schemes is to improve the accuracy in smooth regions,

providing sharp nonoscillatory results near discontinuities and reducing the drawbacks of the
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S

i+ 1/2

(a) (b)

S

i+ 1/2

SLC

SiSAV

SFL = SFR = SMD

Figure 2.11: The existing monotonicity intervals are relaxed to new intervals to avoid loss
of accuracy near an extremum. a) Si+1/2 ∈ I [Si, Si+1] −→ Si+1/2 ∈ I

[
Si, Si+1, S

MD
]
,

b) Si+1/2 ∈ I
[
Si, S

UL
]
−→ Si+1/2 ∈ I

[
Si, S

UL, SLC
]
. This sketch is reproduced from

Suresh and Huynh (1997).

previous monotonicity constraints. Hybrid schemes, for instance, as an option for getting the

best performance of two individual schemes are still popular. Fringer and Armfield (2005), for

example, suggest a hybrid scheme which deploys a compressive universal limiter (e.g. Hyper-

C) when the background potential energy (see section 3.3.6) is higher than its initial value

and uses a diffusive TVD-scheme (e.g. Van Leer limiter) when the background potential

energy is lower than its initial value. Another hybrid scheme was developed by Zahran (2009)

using a cheap fourth order TVD scheme for smooth regions and an expensive seventh order

WENO scheme near discontinuities. Čada and Torrilhon (2009) further generalise the idea of

logarithmic reconstruction instead of polynomial reconstruction. The attempts of improving

the performance of advection schemes is not limited to combining schemes. Hólm (1995);

McCorquodale and Colella (2011), for example, suggest two dimensional and three dimensional

stencils for computing the fluxes.

2.9 Conclusions

In this chapter the most well known effective advection schemes were reviewed. The purpose

of this chapter was to categorise the advection schemes based on their unwanted numerical

effects using the results of a 1D advection transport problem. In general, the higher order
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advection schemes can be divided into three groups. The first group are the higher order

advection schemes without any mechanisms to control the numerical oscillations, e.g. the

third order upwind scheme. This group might be appropriate for the momentum advection

schemes. The second group does not generate numerical oscillation but still suffer from

squaring and smearing effects, e.g. FLM, FCT. The last group presents the least amount of

the mentioned numerical problems with higher accuracy than the other advection schemes,

e.g. the WENO and MP5 schemes. Therefore, it is interesting to see their performance in

geophysical applications. However, these methods deploy highly complex expensive algorithms.

Thus, they need to show improvement to the level of truth to the results of 3D geophysical

models to be nominated for simulations. A third order upwind scheme from the first group,

some FLM advection schemes from the second group and both WENO and MP5 schemes are

selected to be tested in geophysical application in the form of several idealised test cases in

chapters 4 and 5.
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3 Governing equations, numerical

ocean model and methodology

In order to show the importance of advective transport in oceanic flows and to elucidate the

connection between the physical processes investigated in this research and the discretisation

errors of the advection schemes, the governing equations of the used ocean model are reviewed

in the first part. The used fundamental physical concepts in designing methodology and test

cases are explained. Then, in the second part, the details of the deployed ocean model are

reviewed. Finally, in the last part, the methodology for quantifying numerical errors in ocean

models and their impacts on the model results are presented.

3.1 Governing equations and approximations1

In this section, the equations of motion and the associated approximations appropriate for

large-scale oceanic flows are briefly introduced. Since the numerical ocean model and the

corresponding diagnostic tools used in this study are developed based on the mode splitting

method2, the necessary 1D governing equations are also presented.

3.1.1 Conservation and transport equations

For an arbitrary fixed element in space with volume V which is bounded by surface A (see

figure 3.1), the conservation law

∂

∂t

∫
V

ρSdV = −
∮
A

F .dA+

∫
V

SsrcdV, (3.1)

where ρ is the density of water demonstrates that the concentration3 S (x, t) is changed in

time due to the net fluxes F including advective F (x, t)adv. and nonadvetive F (x, t)nonadv.

1The governing equations and the approximations are explained in this section mainly following Olbers
et al. (2012).

2The splitting methode decomposes the ordinary differential equations into separate integrable algo-
rithms (see e.g. Banas et al., 2007)

3in unit per mass.
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fluxes through the boundaries, interior sinks and sources Ssrc (x, t). The surface integration

A

V

dA

Figure 3.1: The sketch shows a very small arbitrary volume V enclosed by surface A. The
property is fluxed through a surface element dA in the direction of the normal vector.

in equation (3.1) is replaced by a volume integral

−
∫
V

∇.F dV, (3.2)

using Guass’s theorem4. Since the volume and surfaces are fixed in an inertial frame5, (3.1)

can be rewritten as∫
V

[
∂ (ρS)

∂t
+∇.F − Ssrc

]
dV = 0, (3.5)

The value of bracket in (3.5) needs to be zero, since the size and the shape of the volume are

arbitrary. This yields the general conservation equation for S:

∂

∂t
(ρS) +∇.F − Ssrc = 0. (3.6)

4The Gaussian integral theorem, for the finite volume V∫
V

∇ . udV =

∮
A

u .dA (3.3)

5

d

dt

∫
V

ρSdV =

∫
V

∂

∂t
(ρS) dV (3.4)
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1D transport equation

If the sink and source term in (3.5) are neglected, the 1D transport equation of concentration

S, may be written as

∂S

∂t
+
∂ (F x)

∂x
= 0, (3.7)

where the one dimensional flux F x consists of advective F x
adv = uS and diffusive F x

diff =

−k ∂S
∂x

fluxes:

F x = F x
adv + F x

diff , (3.8)

where k is diffusivity.

3.1.2 Mass conservation

In fluid dynamics, because of the flux of fluid from boundaries, and the variation of the fluid

density due to temperature and dissolved materials e.g. salt, an explicit equation of mass

conservation

∂ρ

∂t
+∇. (ρu) = 0, (3.9)

is needed to close the equations of motion of the fluid (Vallis, 2006). This equation can be

obtained by using S = 1, F nonadv = 0, F adv = ρuS and Ssrc = 0 in (3.6) (Olbers et al.,

2012) where u = (u, v, w) = ui is the velocity vector.

3.1.3 Conservation of momentum

According to the Newton’s second law

ρ
Du

Dt
= f rc, (3.10)

the force per unit volume f rc applied on the infinitesimal fluid element is balance with the

mass and the acceleration of the infinitesimal fluid. Since f rc is a combination of the gravity

force ρg, and the surface force per unit volume ∂τ
∂x

, an equation for the motion of the fluid,

the Cauchy’s equation, is obtained as follows (Kundu and Cohen, 2008):

ρ
Du

Dt
= ρg +

∂τ

∂x
, (3.11)
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where τ is a stress tensor. For the fixed volume V , adding u times (3.9) to the left side of

(3.11)

D (ρu)

Dt
= ρg +

∂τ

∂x
, (3.12)

is obtained (Kundu and Cohen, 2008). The volume integral of (3.12) gives a conservation law

of momentum

dM in

dt
+M out = F rc (3.13)

where F rc, M
in ≡

∫
V
ρu dV and M out ≡

∫
A
ρuudA, are the applied force, the internal mo-

mentum and the net rate of outflux momentum, respectively. Conservation of the momentum

states that the total force on the volume is equal to the net rate of changes in the momentum

within the volume and the total flux of momentum through the surfaces (e.g. Kundu and

Cohen, 2008). If the stress tensor τ for a moving fluid is decomposed into isotropic6 and

viscous7 tensors and in addition the shear of the molecular stresses is incorporated into (3.12)

by relating the viscous tensor of the water as a Newtonian fluid to strain tensor as 8

∂Σij

∂xj
= ν

(
∂2ui
∂x2

j

+
1

3

∂2uj
∂xi∂xj

)
(3.14)

and formulating the surface and volume forces as a combination of the Coriolis −2ρΩ×v, the

centrifugal and geopotential forces, the Navier-Stokes equation for rotating frame is obtained

as follows:

ρ
Du

Dt
= −2ρΩ× u−∇p+∇.Σ− ρ∇Φ (3.15)

where ν, Ω and Φ(z) ≈ gz are the viscosity, angular velocity of the earth and gravity potential

of the Earth, respectively. Note that the gravity potential of the Earth includes the effects of

the centrifugal force (Olbers et al., 2012).

3.1.4 Viscosity and time averaging

Viscosity is a property of the fluid that causes resistant forces, i.e. viscous forces, against the

shear flows due to the internal motion of the molecules. The viscous forces are proportional

to the intensity of the shear and the kinematic viscosity ν (e.g. Vallis, 2006). The tangential

6The normal components of stress on a surface when fluid is at rest.
7The additional components of tensor due to viscosity.
8(3.14) is defined using the Einstein notation, i,j=(1,2,3)
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3.1 Governing equations and approximations

molecular viscous stress per unit mass9, for example, is formulated approximately as Σyx = ν ∂u
∂y

for a shear flow u (y) which is in the xy plan and the x direction (Olbers et al., 2012). In

addition to the molecular viscosity, the concept of eddy viscosity has been introduced to

parameterised the interaction of the small scale and large scale flows. Although the equations

of motion are valid for a large range of scales from micro millimeter to synoptic scales, the

turbulent flows are random and it may be impossible to virtually predict the details of motion

of eddies. Therefore, studying the evolution of the statistical properties of the quantities such

as time averages which are less affected by the unpredictability property of turbulence are more

practical (Vallis, 2006). Thus, the oceanic flows in this work are studied for large scales and

the small scale flows are filtered using Reynolds averaging method which decomposes each

quantity, e.g. velocity into fluctuating u′ and mean values û defined per volume as follows:

u = û+ u′ (3.16)

where (̂. . .) denotes averaging over a finite period of time or some form of ensemble mean

(Vallis, 2006). The idea is to substitute (3.16) into (3.15) to obtain an equation for the

mean quantity. However, due to the nonlinearity of the equations some new terms including

the correlation between the perturbations, i.e. Reynolds stress terms, are appeared which

represent the effects of the unresolved small scale flows on the mean flow (e.g. Vallis, 2006;

Olbers et al., 2012). According to the classical theory of cascading energy, such interaction

is downscaling and the turbulent fluxes are parameterised in terms of the mean state10. In

analogy with the kinematic viscosity, the eddy viscosity is introduced to parameterise the

turbulent momentum flux

Σturb. = −ρ̄û′u′ (3.17)

For example, the vertical turbulent fluxes of momentum in x direction can be parameterised

using the standard closure as follows11:

Σturb.
xz = −νt

∂u

∂z
, (3.18)

where νt is eddy viscosity. Many parameterisations are suggested to estimate νt, as a function

of time and space (see e.g., Olbers et al., 2012; Baumert et al., 2005). In contrast to the

9The viscosity force per unit volume is defined as µ∇2v.
10The down-gradient parameterisation sometimes fails, for example, the interaction of horizontal

mesoscale eddy momentum with the mean momentum gradient is often upgradient (Olbers et al.,
2012) which is in contrast to the classical downscaling theory of cascading energy.

11The vertical turbulent fluxes are parameterised in the used ocean model using second-moment closure
schemes, a feature which is however not applied in the present models studies based on frictionless
dynamics.
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kinematic viscosity, the eddy viscosity is a property of the flow. The magnitude of molecular

viscosity is much smaller than eddy viscosity and is usually ignored in large scale flows12. Using

down-gradient parameterisation, the continuity equation and the momentum balance may be

rewritten as below:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇. (ρu) = 0 (3.19)

and

ρ
Du

Dt
= −2ρΩ× u−∇p− ρ∇Φ +M (3.20)

where u is the Reynolds average velocity field and

M = ∇.
(
Σturb. + Σ

)
(3.21)

is the sum of the flux divergency of the turbulent and the mean molecular fluxes.

3.1.5 Approximations for large-scale motions

There are several reasons that make using the Navier-Stokes equations infeasible in ocean

modeling such as the speed of the high frequency waves that limits the time step and solving

all terms of the vertical momentum that does not effectively increase the predictability of the

oceanic scale flows but increases the simulation cost. Using approximation in ocean modelling

is quite acceptable in some extent. This section reviews some of the important approximations

to large scale oceanic flows due to smallness of oceanic density variation, the geometry of the

Earth and the scales of oceanic flows.

Boussinesq approximation

For the approximations involving density, following the approach presented by (Olbers et al.,

2012), all fields are decomposed into a reference value and a variable quantity, i.e.

p = pr (z) + p̃ , ρ = ρr (z) + ρ̃ , Sl = Slr + S̃l , θ = θr + θ̃ (3.22)

12The kinematic viscosity of pure water at 10oC is 1.3× 10−6m2s−1. Two typical vertical eddy viscosity
magnitudes are 0.1m2s−1 and 1.0 × 10−4m2s−1 in the mixed layer and interior, respectively. The
constant horizontal eddy viscosity for a southern ocean test case and the resolution of 2o × 1om2s−1

is assigned as 4 × 104m2s−1 (Olbers et al., 2012). For example, Mahadevan et al. (1996) states that
molecular viscous force is neglected since the ratio of the molecular viscous force to the inertial force
is about 10−3.
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3.1 Governing equations and approximations

where Sl, θ are salinity and potential temperature13, respectively. The reference state is a fluid

at rest with constant values for potential temperature and salinity. However, the reference

pressure pr (z) and the reference density ρr (z) are both depth dependent. Since any state of

the rest is hydrostatically balanced14, the pressure gradient force and gravity force in (3.20)

are only dynamically relevant parts of the pressure.

−∇p− ρ∇Φ ≡ −∇p̃− ρ̃∇Φ, (3.23)

In addition, the dynamically relevant part of the density

ρ̃ = ρ
(
Slr + S̃l, θr + θ̃, pr + p̃

)
− ρ (Slr, θr, pr) , (3.24)

is much smaller than the reference density15. It is also shown that the dynamic variation

of density is very small. Therefore, ρ̃ is neglected when it is compared to reference density.

This approximation leads to an approximation which is appropriate for numerical large-scale

atmospheric models, since the variations of reference density are small in the ocean (Olbers

et al., 2012). Therefore, the errors of the variations of reference density in depth is ignored

and ρr is substitute for a constant density ρ0. The similar approximation to the reference

pressure shows that the reference pressure variations is linear with depth, i.e. ∂pr (z) /∂z ≈
∂p0 (z) /∂z = −gρ0 (see e.g., Olbers et al., 2012). In addition, the approximation in the

magnitude of density variations16

∆ρ̃ = CSl
∆S̃l − Cθ∆θ̃ + Cp∆p̃, (3.25)

shows that the contribution of variations of pressure in computing the variations of density is

ignorable. Thus, (3.19) and (3.20) are approximated as follows

∇.u = 0, (3.26)

ρ0
Du

Dt
= −2ρ0Ω× u−∇p̃− ρ̃∇Φ +M . (3.27)

Note that (3.26) corresponds to a fluid with constant density. Therefore, the variation of

density is given by

ρ̃ = F
(
Slr + S̃l, θr + θ̃, p0 (z)

)
− F (Slr, θr, p0 (z)) , (3.28)

13 (̃. . .) and (. . .)r denote here the variable and the reference values, respectively.
14see (3.31).
15The equation of state: ρ = ρ (Sl, θ, p)
16CSl

, Cθ, Cp are the coefficients of the equation of state.
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The equations in Boussinesq approximation include the equations (3.26), (3.27), (3.28) and

two equations for potential temperature and salinity

ρ0
D

Dt
S̃l = Ns, (3.29)

ρ0
D

Dt
θ̃ = Nθ, (3.30)

where Ns and Nθ are parameterisations for the potential temperature and salinity equations,

respectively.

Geometrical and scale approximation

The equations of motion are more simplified by choosing a coordinate system that the gravity

acceleration has nonzero component only in the vertical direction. In addition, it is important

that the Earth’s geometry can be expressed in the coordinate system effectively (Olbers et al.,

2012). Therefore, the equations of motion are transformed to spherical coordinates17. Fur-

thermore, the equations of Boussinesq are more simplified by taking into account the facts that

the ocean is a thin-shell layer and the aspect ratio δ of the vertical scale, H to the horizontal

scale of large scale motions, L, is very small. The scaling analysis, presented by Olbers et al.

(2012), shows that in the vertical momentum budget, all inertial terms and the mechanical

friction terms are by a factor of δ2 smaller than the vertical pressure gradient. In addition,

the contribution of the Coriolis force to the vertical momentum budget is by a factor of δ

smaller than the vertical pressure gradient. Therefore, for most large scale oceanic flows the

acceleration of the vertical component of the momentum equation, Dw
Dt

, is ignorable in com-

parison to the gravitational term. Furthermore, the buoyancy term is balanced by the pressure

gradient which is called hydrostatic balance. Applying these geometrical approximations to

the Boussinesq momentum equations obtain the momentum primitive equations as follows:

∂p̃

∂z
= −ρ̃g, (3.31)

ρ0

(
Du

Dt
− uv

r
tanϕ− fv

)
= − 1

r cosϕ

∂p̃

∂λ
+Mu, (3.32)

ρ0

(
Dv

Dt
+
u2

r
tanϕ+ fu

)
= −1

r

∂p̃

∂ϕ
+Mv, (3.33)

17Although it is argued that the oblate spherical coordinates are the most appropriate coordinate system
for the oceanic flows, it is impractical since there are some nonconstant coefficients (Olbers et al.,
2012).
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where r, λ, ϕ and f are the mean radius of the Earth, eastward longitude, northward latitude

and the vertical component of the rotation vector18 Ω, respectively.

The f-plane approximations

The effects of the sphericity of the Earth on the flows with the scales much smaller than global

scale can be neglected. Therefore, a Cartesian coordinate system,

(x, y) ≈ (rλ cosϕ, r (ϕ− ϕ0)) , (3.34)

is defined on a plane tangent to the surface of the Earth at a specific latitude, ϕ0 where

uh = (u, v) is the horizontal velocity field on the tangent plane in the east-west and the

north-south directions, respectively. Thus (3.33) and (3.32) may be simplified as19

Duh
Dt

+ f0 × uh = − 1

ρ0

∇hp̃+M , (3.35)

where k is the normal vector of the tangential plane and f0 = 2Ω sinϕok. Since the numerical

test cases applied in this research are in a limited latitudinal extent, the latitudinal variation of

the Coriolis parameter can be neglected. The obtained tangent plane is called f-plane (Vallis,

2006).

3.1.6 The three dimensional momentum equations of the ocean

model

The ocean model used in this research (GETM, see section 3.2) which is similar to some other

geophysical coastal sea and ocean dynamics models (e.g., Blumberg and Mellor, 1987) uses

the flux form of (3.35) as follows20:

∂u

∂t
+
∂uw

∂z
+
∂u2

∂x
+
∂uv

∂y
+Mu − f0v −

∫ η

z

∂b

∂x
dz = −g ∂η

∂x
, (3.36)

∂v

∂t
+
∂vw

∂z
+
∂v2

∂y
+
∂vu

∂x
+Mv + f0u−

∫ η

z

∂b

∂y
dz = −g∂η

∂y
, (3.37)

where w, the vertical velocity, can be calculated from continuity equation:

∂xu+ ∂yv + ∂zw = 0. (3.38)

18see Olbers et al. (2012) for the remaining equations and the definition of substantial derivative D
Dt in

the spherical coordinate system
19For the mesoscale dynamical regime, the vertical advection of horizontal momentum is small and is

neglected (see section 12.2.6 of Olbers et al. (2012).
20The numerical test cases in this research are simulated solving the primitive equations in f-plane.
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The pressure term p in (3.35) is eliminated by vertically integrating (3.35) from depth z to

water surface using Leibniz’s rule (Blumberg and Mellor, 1987). The pressure gradient in

x-direction, for example, may be written as follows:

− 1

ρ0

∂p

∂x
= −g ∂η

∂x
− g

ρ0

∫ η

z

∂ρ

∂x
dz = −g ∂η

∂x
+

∫ η

z

∂b

∂x
dz, (3.39)

where η and z are the water elevation, depth of an arbitrary point, respectively. The flux di-

vergence of the turbulent and the mean molecular fluxes in x direction on Cartesian coordinate

system is parameterised using down-gradient parameterisation:

Mu = −∂ ((νt + ν) ∂zu)

∂z
−
∂
(
2AMh ∂xu

)
∂x

+
∂
(
AMh (∂yu+ ∂xv)

)
∂y

, (3.40)

Mv = −∂ ((νt + ν) ∂zv)

∂z
−
∂
(
2AMh ∂yv

)
∂y

+
∂
(
AMh (∂xv + ∂yu)

)
∂x

, (3.41)

where ν, νt and Ah are molecular, vertical and horizontal eddy viscosity, respectively.

3.1.7 Dynamical aspects of oceanic flows

The relative importance of the advection terms (and the rotation term) in the horizontal

momentum budget is measured by the Rossby number

Ro ≡ U0

ΩL0

(3.42)

which is a dimensionless number defined as the ratio of the magnitude of the relative accel-

eration to the Coriolis force (see e.g. Olbers et al., 2012) where U0 and L0 are defined as

the typical velocity and length scales of the dynamical regimes. The Rossby number and the

Richardson number

Ri ≡ N2

(∂uh/∂z)2 , (3.43)

defined as the ratio of the vertical buoyancy gradient N2 to the squared of the vertical shear

of horizontal velocity uh, are the most applied dimensionless numbers for classification of the

dynamical regimes. For dynamical regimes with R0� 1 and Ri� 1 a detailed classification

are presented using the complete vorticity equation (Beltrami’s equation; see Olbers et al.,

2012 chapter 5). The geostrifically balanced motions are categorised into three groups of quasi-

geostrophic, planetary-geostrophic and planetary wave dynamical regimes which are relevant

for mesoscale flow, gyre-scale flow and the adjustment of the circulation to changes in the

forcing, respectively. The large scale and the mesoscale flows contain the large portion of
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the kinetic energy of the oceans which are mainly two dimensional flows in geostrophic21 and

hydrostatic balances. Their vertical velocity component w0 is much smaller than the typical

lateral velocity. Table 3.1 summarises the typical aspects of gyre scale and mesoscale flows.

Mesoscale Gyre-Scale
U0 (m s−1) 0.2 0.05
W0 (m s−1) 2× 10−4 3× 10−5

L0 (m) 105 106

` = L0/r 0.015 0.15
Ro 0.03 7× 10−4

Table 3.1: List of typical scales and nondimensional numbers associated with large scale
flows (Olbers et al., 2012). r is the mean radious of the earth.

The relative importance of the advection terms in the horizontal momentum budget increases

for the dynamical regimes with smaller horizontal wavelength. For example, the Coriolis force

for the small scale flows (0.1 ∼ 100 m) are almost unimportant. The flows in this dynamical

range are more three dimensional which contributes to mixing and dissipation in the ocean. For

the dynamical regime between the small-scale and mesoscale regimes, i.e. submesoscale regime

(L0 ∼ 1 km), the relative acceleration and the Coriolis force of the horizontal momentum

balance are approximately in the same order. This dynamical regime is developed in local

regions with Ro ∼ 1 and Ri ∼ 1, e.g. the eddying regime trapped in the mixed layers22.

The submesoscale dynamics in the mixed layer similar to the mesoscale regime contribute

to restratification and buoyancy transport, but in a smaller domain and with a shorter time

scale. In fact, submesoscale is a bridge between the physical processes forced from the state of

atmosphere, e.g. vertical mixing in the mixed layer and the adiabatic processes in the interior,

e.g. internal waves (see e.g., Boccaletti et al., 2007; Thomas et al., 2008; Fox-Kemper et al.,

2008). The interaction of the mesoscale, submesoscale and small-scale dynamical regimes are

studied in the terms of transfer of energy between the scales. The main question is if the route

of energy to dissipation is cascading from the large scale flows to the small scale flows (see

e.g., Skyllingstad and Samelson, 2012). In the baroclinic instability test case of this research

two series of simulations are performed resembling the physical properties of the mesoscale

and submesoscale dynamical regimes. Table 3.2 compares different dynamical aspects of these

two configurations.

21When the inertial term in the horizontal momentum balance is much smaller than the Coriolis force,
the horizontal pressure term is in balance with the Coriolis force. This condition, geostrophic balance,
is another fundamental balance.

22The mixed layers are not the only regions for developing submesoscale flows. They can be also recog-
nised, for example, in the ocean interior and abyss (Thomas et al., 2008).
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Dynamical regime L0 (km) U0 (m s−1) Ro δ Ri
Mesoscale 40 0.2 0.1 4× 10−2 100
Submesoscale 5 0.2 0.8 4× 10−2 1.562

Table 3.2: List of the nondimensional numbers, the typical wavelength and the velocity
magnitude used to design the baroclinc instability simulations in chapter 4 resembling
the mesoscale and submesoscale dynamical regimes.

3.1.8 Available Potential Energy (APE)

Analysing the evolution of potential energy in two separate portions of Available Potential

Energy (APE) and Background Potential Energy (BPE) provides insight into the physical

processes of density-stratified flows such as mixing, turbulence and conversion of energy. The

concept of APE is introduced to quantify the minimum attainable potential energy which can

be extracted from potential energy by adiabatic processes23(e.g. Olbers et al., 2012). Explicitly

partitioning the variations of potential energy due to diabatic mixing and adiabatic processes is

useful to quantify the energetics of mixing (see the BPE and APE analyses in chapter 5). BPE

as a portion of potential energy which is changed only due to irreversible, diabatic processes,

is defined as the minimum potential energy of a system24 after an adiabatic rearrangement

of the density field (e.g. Olbers et al., 2012). APE is defined as the difference between the

total potential energy of the system and the background potential energy (see sections 3.3.6

and 3.3.7 for the computational methods). It can be inferred that the rearrangement of the

density of the fluid parcels due to adiabatic processes leads to exchange of energy between

kinetic and available potential forms.

3.1.9 Variance and rate of variance decay25

Although the mean value of the oceanic quantities

S =
1

V

∫
SdV, (3.44)

such as mean surface temperature and salinity provides useful information, it is necessary to

measure the variance of the quantities

σ2
s =

(
S − S̄

)2
, (3.45)

23“Adiabatic describe a process in which there is no heat or molecular mass transfer (Winters et al.,
1995).”

24This research is limited to the closed systems.
25This section follows the approach explained by Klingbeil et al. (2014)
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to interpret the distribution of the quantities around their mean values. In fact, the variance

is the mean squared deviation of the quantities from their mean value. The zero variance of

the scalar quantities, e.g. buoyancy, can be inferred as a mixed fluid e.g., the fluid in the

mixed layers. The variance of the vector quantities, e.g. velocity, presents either a fluid in rest

or a uniform one-dimensional flow. In this section variance decay is motivated as mixing and

dissipation rate.

The transport equation (3.7) describes the temporal variation of the spatial distribution of

a quantity due to advective and diffusive fluxes. The diffusion term in the transport equation

leads to mixing. By multiplication of (3.7) with 2S and also considering the incompressibility

condition, a new prognostic equation for the variance of the concentration is derived (Burchard

and Rennau, 2008; Klingbeil et al., 2014):

∂S2

∂t
+

∂

∂x

{
uS2 − k∂S

2

∂x

}
= −2k

(
∂S

∂x

)2

. (3.46)

If the diffusivity of the field is ignored, the fluid is only stirred and there is no mixing:

∂S2

∂t
+
∂ (uS2)

∂x
= 0 (3.47)

However, the advective and diffusive fluxes of equation (3.46) are eliminated by volume aver-

aging and the only decaying term is the sink term:

∂ (S)2

∂t
= −2k

(
∂S

∂x

)2

. (3.48)

On the other hand, mixing can be measured by the rate of scalar variance decay − ∂
∂t
{σ2

s (t)}
as the basic characteristic of mixing. With some simple algebraic manipulation the expression

for the variance can be expanded:

σ2
s (t) =

(
S − S

)2
= S2 − 2S S + S

2
= S2 − S2

, (3.49)

Since in a closed or in a periodic domain the mean value does not change (∂tS = 0), the

global Analytical Variance Decay (AVD) rate − ∂
∂t
{σ2

s (t)} can be written as below (Klingbeil

et al., 2014):

− ∂

∂t

{
σ2
s (t)

}
= − ∂

∂t

{
S2 − S2

}
= − ∂

∂t
S2. (3.50)
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It is concluded that the rate of mean squared concentration decay presents the same concept.

Based on (3.48) and (3.50) a connection between the rate of decay of average squared of

concentration and diffusivity is achieved:

− ∂

∂t

{
σ2
s (t)

}
= −2k

(
∂S

∂x

)2

. (3.51)

Thus, −2k
(
∂S
∂x

)2
is motivated to be the rate of local analytical variance decay rate, χana, as

a measure for local diffusion.

3.1.10 Instabilities mechanism

Although there are many steady state flows as solutions of the primitive equations e.g. pure

zonal flows, they are not stable to small perturbations in the nature which leads finally to

generation of eddies with various spatial scales. The transition of stable flow to turbulence

is generally associated with initial instabilities (Bayly et al., 1988). In this process, the per-

turbations extract gradually energy from the mean flow and background potential energy.

Then, growing waves are formed which evolve finally to certain wavelengths. In the last

stage, the waves form eddies and turbulence flows are developed. Figures 5.7 and 5.8, for

example, show the evolution of turbulent flow due to baroclinic instability. The largest eddies

are generated mainly because of the barotropic26 instabilities (L0 ∼ 100 km). The mesoscale

(L0 ∼ 10− 100km) and submesoscale (L0 ∼ 1km) eddies are mainly developed due to the

slumping down of lateral buoyancy gradients which are associated with restratification. The

instability processes are generally studied by investigating the growth or decay of the initial

perturbations introduced to the flows. Since the theoretical analyses of instabilities generally

linearise the instability problems by neglecting the quadratic terms in the perturbation vari-

ables, they are appropriate for comparison with the numerical solutions just in the initial stage

of instabilities. This study focused only on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities to make

the interpretation of the effects of the advection schemes on the instability precess feasible. In

this section, first, the baroclinic instability are explained using the Eady problem. Then, the

turbulent phase of the flow are studied using the results of the baroclinic instability test case

in chapter 5.

Baroclinic instability

“Baroclinic instability refers to a process by which perturbations draw energy from the mean

flow potential energy” (Grotjahn, 2003). For the typical lateral oceanic stratification and

26A lateral shear instability affected by the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis parameter which may be
observed in fluid with constant density.
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3.1 Governing equations and approximations

vertical shear, the baroclinic instabilities can be classified in two groups of mesoscale and

submesoscale flows. The first group is deep water mesoscale instabilities which are developed

in the entire of the water column and the other type is ageostrophic shallow submesoscale

instabilities which are generated faster and in a smaller scale than the earlier which are usually

trapped in the mixed layer (Fox-Kemper et al., 2008). Although these instabilities might hap-

pen along each other in the ocean, the theoretical work studied their mechanisms separately.

Eady (1949) derived an analytical solution mimicking main features of baroclinic instability

for large Richardson numbers27 and therefore quasi-geostrophic dynamics. The Eady model

is suggested for a zonal, re-entrant, flat-bottom channel in the f-plane with a constant verti-

cal and meridional buoyancy gradient. The initial velocity field includes a zonal background

velocity which is in thermal wind balance (see section 5 for more details). However, for the

Richardson number of order one, just approximate analytical solutions can be found (e.g.,

Stone, 1966). Thereby, the configurations in the baroclinic instability test case in chapter

5 are referred to be mesoscale if their background state is characterised by a small Rossby

number. On the other hand, the simulations with the background state that are characterised

by Rossby numbers of order one are introduced as submesoscale. These solutions are often

used to estimate the growth rate28 and the wave length of the fastest growing unstable wave.

The maximum growth rate σE ≈ 0.3U0

L0
, Rossby deformation29 radius L0 = NH

f0
and the scale

of maximum instability Lmax ≈ 3.9 L0 are approximated for the mesoscale configuration of the

baroclinic test case in chapter 5 as 0.0054 day−1, 40 km and 156 km, respectively. According

to the Stone’s approximation for Ri < 1, the scale of maximum instability Lmax = 2π/ks

where

ks =

√
5/2

1 +Ri

f0

U0

(3.52)

is computed as 25.175 km.

27Brüggemann and Eden (2014) state based on a review of the work of Stone (1966) that Ri is a criteria
to distinguish between the type of instabilities. Baroclinic instability can be generated for all range
of Ri. However, the ageostrophic baroclinic instability occurred only for Ri < 1.

28The possibility of growing the solution is described by growth rate. If σ in the exponential part of
solution has a non-zero imaginary component, the result is an oscillatory motion. However, if σ is a
real number the amplitude of the perturbation will grow (Vallis, 2006).

29N2 is vertical buoyancy gradient.
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3 Governing equations, numerical ocean model and methodology

Perturbation Kinetic Energy Budget (PKE)

Following Skyllingstad and Samelson (2012), the time evolution of the domain average30

perturbation kinetic energy

PKE =< u′2i >=<
1

2

(
u′2 + v′2

)
> (3.53)

is calculated by domain averaging the results of the product of horizontal perturbation velocity

u′i with the horizontal momentum equations (3.36) and (3.37)

∂PKE

∂t
= < u′i.

∂u′i
∂t

>︸ ︷︷ ︸
storage

= < −u′i
[
∂

∂xj
(uiuj) +

∂

∂z
(uiw)

]
>︸ ︷︷ ︸

shear production

+< u′i

∫ η

z

∂b

∂xi
dz >︸ ︷︷ ︸

buoyancy production

−< gu′i
∂

∂xi
η >︸ ︷︷ ︸

barotropic work

(3.54)

where u′i = ui − ui
z
, b = −g

ρ− ρo

ρo

, and η are a component of perturbation velocity, the

buoyancy and the water surface elevation31’32, respectively. The terms in equation (3.54) are

referred to the rate of change of domain average of the PKE, shear production, buoyancy

production and barotropic work, respectively. The dissipation term is neglected in (3.54).

Figures 3.2.a and 3.2.b compare the time evolution of these terms for the submesoscale and

mesoscale configurations in the baroclinic test case in section 5. For both configurations the

production of PKE is dominated by the buoyancy production. The buoyancy production is

always positive. The negative values of the shear production in both figures indicates that the

perturbations amplify the background velocity. After approximately 35 and 150 days for the

submesoscale and the mesoscale configurations, there are undulations in exchange of energy

between mean kinetic energy and PKE. It shows that in the turbulent phase, the production

of PKE is both dominated by buoyancy production and shear production.

30< . . . > denotes here domain average operator.
31(. . .)

z
denotes zonal average operator.

32

< u′i.
∂ui
∂t

>=< u′i.
∂ (u′i + ui

z)

∂t
>=< u′i.

∂u′i
∂t

>, < u′i.
∂ (u′i)

∂t
>≈ 0 (3.55)
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3.2 Numerical ocean model

(a) Submesoscale configuration
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Figure 3.2: The perturbation kinetic energy budget of the baroclinic instability test case
in chapter 5 for a) submesoscale configuration and b) mesoscale configuration.

3.2 Numerical ocean model

The General Estuarine Transport Model (GETM; for details see e.g., Hofmeister et al., 2010)

is used in this study. GETM is a primitive-equation, finite-volume, structured-grid model

on an Arakawa C-grid, with bottom- and surface-following general vertical coordinates and

explicit mode-splitting into a vertically integrated barotropic mode and a vertically resolved

baroclinic mode. For the simulations of this research a linear version of the equation of state

is used. The model has mainly been applied for coastal (e.g. Banas et al., 2007), estuarine

(e.g. Burchard et al., 2004, 2011), shelf sea (e.g. Van Leeuwen et al., 2013) and lake (e.g.

Umlauf and Lemmin, 2005) applications.
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3 Governing equations, numerical ocean model and methodology

3.3 Methodology

In this section, first the methods for diagnosing numerical errors are reviewed. The variation

of kinetic energy and background potential energy due to numerical mixing and dissipation are

introduced as the main index for categorising advection schemes. Then, the approaches to

investigate the effects of numerical mixing and dissipation on dynamics of flow are discussed.

3.3.1 Discretised advection equation

The split method of numerical ocean circulation models, e.g. GETM divides the computational

process into a sequence of steps (see e.g. Blanes et al., 2008). The advection terms are

solved in all directions separately. Thus, their numerical mixing and dissipation are diagnosed

separately (Burchard and Rennau, 2008; Burchard, 2012; Klingbeil et al., 2014). Then, the

diagnostic method is generalised for 3D model. The one dimensional advective flux of an

arbitrary quantity Flxadvi+1/2 = Ui+1/2Si+1/2 in a discretised advection equation

V n+1
i Sn+1

i − V n
i S

n
i

∆t
+ Flxadvi+1/2 − Flxadvi−1/2 = 0, (3.56)

is computed using an approximated interface value Si+1/2 deploying the advection schemes

explained in chapter 2. Vi is the volume of the ith computational cell (see Figure 3.3).

i

i+1/2i-1/2

i-1 i+1
Flx

Figure 3.3: The sketch represents the schematic 1D computational discrete domain. The
fluxes through boundaries are approximated using the interface value Si+1/2.
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3.3 Methodology

3.3.2 Rate of discrete variance decay as a measure of numerical

mixing and dissipation33

Klingbeil et al. (2014) generalised the earlier method of Burchard and Rennau (2008). In the

new method the transport of the second order moment is approximated using equation (3.56).

V n+1
i (S2

i )
n+1 − V n

i (S2
i )
n

∆t
+Glxadvi+1/2 −Glxadvi−1/2 = 0, (3.57)

Inspiring from the rate of analytical variance decay as a measure for mixing, the rate of discrete

variance decay 34

−(∆σ2
s)
n+1

∆t
= − 1

∆t

{[〈
S2
i

〉n+1

v
−
(
〈Si〉n+1

v

)2
]
−
[〈
S2
i

〉n
v
− (〈Si〉nv )

2
]}

= − 1

∆t

{[〈
S2
i

〉n+1

v
−
〈
S2
i

〉n
v

]}
, (3.58)

in absence of physical mixing when the advection schemes is mass conservative, is considered

as numerical mixing. However, it computes only the global decay rate and does not provide

local information. Similar to (3.46), the sink term (or source term in case of negative value)

on the right hand side of the equation of variance of the discrete variable

V n+1
i

(
Sn+1
i

)2 − V n
i (Sni )2

∆t
+Glxadvi+1/2 −Glxadvi−1/2 = −V n+1

i χn+1
i , (3.59)

where explain the local discrete variance decay. Since (Sni )2 = (S2
i )
n, (3.59) is a diagnostic

equation. This equation is derived by multiplication of Sn+1
i +Sni by (3.56). The term of Glx

in (3.59) is the advective flux of the squared quantity. As explained by Klingbeil et al. (2014),

χ is needed to guarantee

〈χ〉n+1 ≡ −(∆σ2
s)
n+1

∆t
, (3.60)

in a closed or periodic domain. It is shown that (Klingbeil et al., 2014), using (3.57) the local

discrete variance decay in (3.59) is diagnosed as follows:

χn+1
i =

(S2)
n+1 − (Sn+1)

2

∆t
(3.61)

33This section is provided based on the approach explained by Klingbeil et al. (2014)
34The discrete (sample) mean value and discrete (sample) variance are defined as S̄ = 1

M

∑M
i=1 Si and

σ2 = 1
M

∑M
i=1

(
Si − S̄

)2
for a population

∑M
i=1(Si − S̄) = 0 with M number of scores (Thomson and

Emery, 2001).
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3 Governing equations, numerical ocean model and methodology

3.3.3 Numerical dissipation and kinetic energy loss

The conservation of discrete energy in numerical models is the focus of several studies, see

e.g. Arakawa (1966), Marsaleix et al. (2008) and Klingbeil et al. (2014). They show that

significant loss of (kinetic) energy is caused by discretisation errors associated with the numer-

ical advection of discrete momentum. A 3D analysis method is developed by Klingbeil et al.

(2014) to quantify this spurious (numerical) dissipation in each grid cell. Their analysis is

based on the variance decay of the single velocity components and diagnoses a local numerical

dissipation rate

1

2
χd (u)i,j,k =

1

dVi,j,k
(χi + χj + χk) , (3.62)

where

χi =
1

2

(
dVi−1/2,j,k

(
1

2
χui−1/2,j,k

)
+ dVi+1/2,j,k

(
1

2
χui+1/2,j,k

))
, (3.63)

χj =
1

2

(
dVi,j−1/2,k

(
1

2
χvi,j−1/2,k

)
+ dVi,j+1/2,k

(
1

2
χvi,j+1/2,k

))
, (3.64)

χk =
1

2

(
dVi,j,k+1/2

(
1

2
χwi,j,k−1/2

)
+ dVi,j,k+1/2

(
1

2
χwi,j,k+1/2

))
. (3.65)

Based on the local numerical dissipation rate, in the present study the accumulated global

numerically dissipated energy,

ND =

∫ ∫
1
2
χd (u) ρ0dV dt, (3.66)

is analysed.

3.3.4 2D horizontal mechanical energy budget and numerical

viscosity

The purpose of this section is to first derive an equation for the mechanical energy budget

from depth averaged equations according to Vreugdenhil and Wijbenga (1982). In the second

step, the velocity variance method is applied to the mechanical energy equation to compute

the local numerical viscosity. The depth averaged momentum equation and the equation for
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3.3 Methodology

the layer thickness read like follows:

∂tU + U∂xU + V ∂yU − fV = −g∂xH +
1

H
(∂x (HTxx) + ∂y (HTxy)) (3.67a)

∂tV + U∂xV + V ∂yV + fU = −g∂yH +
1

H
(∂x (HTxy) + ∂y (HTyy)) (3.67b)

∂tH + ∂x (HU) + ∂y (HV ) = 0 (3.67c)

where g, H, U and V are gravity acceleration, total water depth, zonal and meridional ver-

tically averaged components of velocity, respectively. It is assumed that there is no bottom

and surface stress and the bottom level is flat. The effective stresses are approximated by the

turbulent stress terms and Boussinesq’s eddy viscosity concept invoked to give Txx = 2νh ∂U
∂x

,

Txy = νh
(
∂U
∂y

+ ∂V
∂x

)
and Tyy = 2νh ∂V

∂y
, where νh is the eddy viscosity coefficient (see e.g.,

Borthwick and Kaar (1993); Vreugdenhil and Wijbenga (1982)).

The equation for kinetic energy can be obtained by finding the scalar production of (3.67a)

and (3.67b) and the transport vectors (UH and V H, respectively). Then, each resulting

equation is combined with the continuity equation (3.67c) which is multiplied by U2 and V 2,

respectively. Defining, E = 1
2
H(U2 + V 2), the kinetic energy budget can be written as:

∂tE + ∂x (UE) + ∂y (V E) + g (UH∂xH + V H∂yH)−
2∑

i,j=1

∂xj
(
2Uiν

hHSij
)

= −2νhHS2
h

(3.68)

where Sij = 1
2

(
∂xjUi + ∂xiUj

)
and S2

h =
2∑

i,j=1

S2
ij are used for horizontal shear. Finally

following the approach of Burchard (2012), multiplication of equation (3.67c) with gH and

subsequent addition of the resulting equation to (3.68) and some mathematical rearrangement

gives an equation for the mechanical energy budget e = E + gH2/2:

∂te+ ∂x (Ue) + ∂y (V e) +
1

2
g
(
∂x
(
UH2

)
+ ∂y

(
V H2

))
−

2∑
i,j=1

∂xj(2Uiν
hHSij)

= −2νhHS2
h = −Dphys (3.69)

with the non-negative physically induced dissipation Dphys. Area integration of Eq. (3.69)

results in:

∂t

Lx∫
0

Ly∫
0

edxdy = −
Lx∫
0

Ly∫
0

Dphysdxdy (3.70)
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3 Governing equations, numerical ocean model and methodology

where Lx and Ly are zonal and meridional lengths of the domain which shows that global

mechanical energy is conserved for νh = 0. For this inviscid case, numerical dissipation is

the only mechanism changing the global mechanical energy. Computing numerical dissipation

allows to approximate the numerical viscosity. Based on relation (3.69) between the physical

dissipation and the physical viscosity, the effect of numerical dissipation can be estimated in

terms of:

νh
num =

1
2
χd

2HS2
h

(3.71)

In addition, the global effective numerical viscosity is computed by the assumption that the

effective implicit eddy viscosity is constant for all grids. For the lateral shear instability exper-

iment, the global numerical viscosity, νh
num,g, associated with the depth-integrated momentum

equations are computed by

νh
num,g =

∫
1
2
χddV∫

2HS2
hdV

(3.72)

3.3.5 Global effective eddy viscosity

In addition to the global numerical viscosity, effective eddy viscosity provides comprehensive

information. The effective eddy viscosity is computed here alternatively following the approach

reviewed by Hólm (1996):

νe = − 1

2Eω

dE

dt
(3.73)

with the volume average enstrophy, Eω and the volume average kinetic energy E. In 2D

viscous turbulent flow the vorticity and the momentum are redistributed by viscosity. Thus,

the kinetic energy and enstrophy of an incompressible, 2D turbulent flow are dissipated. If

the flow is assumed to be inviscid, the global effective viscosity should represent the global

numerical viscosity. The results of global numerical viscosity introduced in the previous section

and the effective eddy viscosity presented here will be compared in chapter 4 to show that the

diagnosed numerical viscosity is plausible.

3.3.6 Background Potential Energy (BPE)

According to Winters et al. (1995), background potential energy,

BPE = g

∫
V

ρz∗(x, t)dV, (3.74)
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is defined as the lowest level of potential energy of the system after an adiabatic rearrangement.

In the above relation ρ and z∗(x, t) denote the in situ density and the height of the fluid parcel

from a reference at position (x, t) after the rearrangement. Background potential energy is

constant if there is no mixing of temperature and salinity. However, numerical diapycnal flux

changes the background potential energy. Following the work of Winters et al. (1995) and

Winters and D’Asaro (1996), Griffies et al. (2000) quantify the rate of numerical diapycnal

mixing empirically diagnosing the effective diffusivity from

keff (z∗ (x, t)) =
−F (z∗ (x, t))

∂z∗(x,t)ρref (z∗ (x, t))
(3.75)

where F (z∗ (x, t)), the averaged diapycnal flux, is computed as

F (z∗ (x, t)) =
1

A

∫
dSρ̂.FD. (3.76)

In the relations (3.75) and (3.76), A, dS, ρ̂, ρref and FD are horizontal cross-sectional area

of the fluid domain, the differential area element for an isopycnal surface, a diapycnal unit

vector, density of the stably stratified sorted fluid and the amount of flux crossing an isopycnal

surface, respectively. For the comparison of the effects of advection schemes the vertically

averaged effective diffusivity

knumavg =

∫
dz∗ (x, t) |keff (dz∗ (x, t))|∫

dz∗ (x, t)
(3.77)

is computed as a single number.

3.3.7 Eddy kinetic energy and available potential energy

Differences in the total eddy kinetic energy,

EKE =
1

2

∫ (
(u− u)2 + (v − v)2 + (w − w)2) dV (3.78)

show the influence of advection schemes on the eddy field where u, v and w are zonally

averaged velocity components. In addition, available potential energy can quantify indirectly

the stratification condition of the fluid. Available potential energy

APE = PE −BPE, (3.79)
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is computed as the difference between potential energy

PE = g

∫
V

ρ(z(x, t))z(x, t) dV, (3.80)

and background potential energy.

3.4 Summary

The main goal of this chapter was to establish a framework for diagnosing and analysing the

effects of advection schemes on development of flow. The most recent developed diagnostic

methods in ocean models were reviewed and applied. These methods in general interpret

the numerical errors as physical relevant quantities, e.g. numerical dissipation, background

potential energy. In addition to the mentioned methods in the literature, diagnosing local and

global numerical viscosity is a new diagnostic method which is suggested in this chapter. From

other line of thought, global effective viscosity is also introduced as a method to verify the

results of numerical eddy viscosity.
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4 Idealised steady state flow

In this chapter, a system of steady state eddies (Honeycomb) is introduced for analysing

the numerical effects of advection schemes. An approximate analytical solution to the water

elevation is suggested. The dissipation of the kinetic energy in the model is numerical because

of the following two reasons. First, it is assumed in this study that the flow is inviscid. Second,

the numerical experiments reveal that the transfer of energy between the kinetic energy and

the potential energy is ignorable. The advantages of conducting this numerical experiment

over a simple 1D initial value problem, which was presented in chapter 2, are that firstly, the

numerical schemes are analysed this time in a full ocean model and the advection terms of

the momentum equations are solved; Second, since the Honeycomb experiment provides an

opportunity to test the advection schemes for a simple oceanic flow, the level of numerical

dissipation observed in the model is more realistic. In addition, the conclusions learned from

this experiment help to better interpret the complex results of instabilities and 3D numerical

experiments presented in chapter 5. The wave length of these eddies are designed in the

same order of the mesoscale eddies obtained in the two dimensional phase of flow in the

baroclinic instability experiment presented in chapter 5. In this chapter, several advection

schemes are selected for analysis from all three groups of advection schemes presented in

section 2.9. Then, the advection schemes used in this section are categorised again based on

their dissipative behaviour, namely dissipative, antidissipative and neutral schemes.

4.1 Honeycomb

Taylor (1923) advances the earlier works in deriving analytical solutions for specific cases in

which solution of equations of motion for two dimensional viscous flow might be obtained.

The privilege of this solution is because of including the inertia term in the equations. Same

and similar classes of solutions are applied by Arakawa and Lamb (1977), Bell et al. (1989)

and Hólm (1996) to investigate the behaviour of specific advection schemes. These types of

solutions are obtained under the rigid lid approximation, i.e. the approximation that the water

surface is considered to be flat. Section 4.2 introduced an approximated analytical solution to

the water elevation of a system of alternately rotating eddies (see (4.10)) with the assumption

of an inviscid flow. The velocity field, equation (4.11), is computed by choosing the stream
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4 Idealised steady state flow

function as ψ = A cos (ax) cos (ay) where ψ, a, A are the streamfunction, wave number and a

constant, respectively. Figure 4.1 shows the streamfunction and the resultant water elevation

and the velocity field. Since the inviscid, stationary flow results from a balance between

pressure gradient and centrifugal force (established by advection terms), variations of kinetic

energy is mainly caused by numerical dissipation due to the discrete advection terms. Section

4.3 presents a sensitivity analysis to compare the advection schemes for different resolutions.

The experiment is performed for double periodic boundary conditions. It is expected that the

accurate advection schemes present the least accumulated global numerically dissipated.
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Figure 4.1: Initial velocity field (arrows) and water elevation (color code) for the Honey-
comb test case using (4.11) and (4.10), respectively. The white contours (positive: full
lines; negative: dashed lines) show the streamfunction.

4.2 Analytical approximation

It is shown by Taylor (1923) that a specific family of streamfunctions (ψ = ψ1e
νKt) is the

solution of vorticity equation

∇2ψ = ζ, (4.1)
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4.2 Analytical approximation

and stream function equation(
∂

∂t
− ∂ψ

∂y

∂

∂x
+
∂ψ

∂x

∂

∂y
− ν∇2

)
∇2ψ = 0, (4.2)

if ∇2ψ = Kψ and ∂ψ/∂t−νKψ = 0. where ζ, ν and K indicate vorticity, kinematic viscosity

and a constant, respectively.

In this section an approximate analytical solution of the water elevation (see (4.7) and (4.10))

of inviscid, steady state, depth averaged (Vreugdenhil and Wijbenga, 1982) equations,

U
∂U

∂x
+ V

∂U

∂y
= −g∂H

∂x
, (4.3a)

U
∂V

∂x
+ V

∂V

∂y
= −g∂H

∂y
, (4.3b)

∂HU

∂x
+
∂HV

∂y
= 0, (4.3c)

is derived where g, H, U and V are gravity acceleration, total water depth, zonal and meridional

vertically averaged components of velocity, respectively. Similar to the work of Borthwick and

Kaar (1993), the depth-averaged stream function ψd is defined as follows:

U =
1

H
∂yψd, (4.4a)

V = − 1

H
∂xψd. (4.4b)

By using (4.4) and the definition of vorticity (ζ = ∂V
∂x
− ∂U

∂y
) an elliptic Poisson equation

for the stream function may be written as:

∂

∂x

(
1

H

∂ψd
∂x

)
+

∂

∂y

(
1

H

∂ψd
∂y

)
+ ζ = 0. (4.5)
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In addition, a depth-averaged vorticity transport equation

U
∂ζ

∂x
+ V

∂ζ

∂y
+ ζ

(
∂U

∂x
+
∂V

∂y

)
= 0, (4.6)

is obtained by cross-differentiation and subtraction of (4.3a) and (4.3b) (see Borthwick and

Kaar (1993) for further details). If ∇2ψd = Kψd is valid, the stream function satisfies (4.5)

and (4.6). By substituting (4.4) into (4.3a) and (4.3b) with some rearrangement, applying a

dimensional analysis, arbitrary choice of stream function as ψ = A cos (ax) cos (ay) without

a decaying term due to inviscid property of flow, an approximate analytical solution for water

elevation might be written as

η =

(
− 3

4g
a2A2 (cos 2 (ax) + cos 2 (ay)) +H3

0

) 1
3

−H0 (4.7)

In addition, the zonal and meridional velocity components are computed as follows:

U =
1

H
∂yψd = −aA

H
cos (ax) sin (ay) , (4.8a)

V = − 1

H
∂xψd =

aA

H
sin (ax) cos (ay) , (4.8b)

where A and a are a constant and wave number, respectively. It might be possible to obtain

a different approximate analytical solution if a more complex streamfunction is used (see e.g.

Kuvshinov and Schep, 2000 for some examples). In addition to the above approximation, much

simpler expressions than (4.7) can be obtained for water elevation, if the continuity equation

(4.3c) is simplified as below:

∂U

∂x
+
∂V

∂y
= 0 (4.9)

Therefore, a new approximate analytical solution for water elevation

η = −a
2A2

4g
(cos (2ax) + cos (2ay)) (4.10)
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4.3 Numerical experiment

is obtained where the depth averaged velocity components are as follows:

U = ∂yψ = −aA cos (ax) sin (ay) (4.11a)

V = −∂xψ = aA sin (ax) cos (ay) (4.11b)

4.3 Numerical experiment

The eddies of Honeycomb experiment are designed in a way that they mimic the features of

the mesoscale eddies occurred in the baroclinic experiment configured for Ro = 0.8 in chapter

5. In this test case, the wavelength, the maximum velocity of eddies are 40 km and 0.2 ms−1,

respectively. There are sixteen eddies in a flat bottom basin with double periodic boundaries,

200 m depth and 160 km width (see figure 4.1 for more detail). The steady state flow is stud-

ied with the depth-integrated barotropic mode of GETM in Cartesian coordinates. A series

of numerical simulations are performed using different advection schemes for three horizontal

resolutions of 5 km, 2.5 km and 1.25 km. Tables 4.1 and 4.2 present the list of advection

schemes and the parameters used for this experiment, respectively.

The comparison of the results of each advection scheme in figures 4.2.a and 4.2.b shows

that the accumulated global numerical dissipation of all simulations are in the same order of

their kinetic energy loss. It indicates that the transfer of energy between kinetic energy and po-

tential energy are ignorable. Thus, the kinetic energy loss is only due to numerical dissipation.

Table 4.2 compares the ratio of numerical dissipation to initial kinetic energy in the last day

of simulation. As it is expected from chapter 2, the results show that the FOU scheme is the

most dissipative scheme. It dissipate more than 90 percent of the initial kinetic energy after 25

days. Even increasing the resolution can not decrease the numerical dissipation significantly.

The FOU scheme dissipates the kinetic energy in a high resolution configurations more than

the dissipation of a dissipative TVD scheme for low resolution configurations. The advection

schemes of the first group categorised in section 2.9 (e.g. the third order upwind scheme)

dissipate kinetic energy in the same order of the accurate advection schemes of the second

group in the same categorisation (e.g., P2-PDM scheme). The MP5 and WENO schemes, the

advection schemes of the third group in this categorisation, dissipate kinetic energy less than

all schemes. The TVD schemes dissipate energy approximately 10 times more than the MP5

and WENO schemes for the same resolution. However, there is one advection scheme from

the second group, the SPL-max-1
3

scheme, that dissipates kinetic energy approximately in the

same order of the MP5 and WENO schemes. The advection schemes that change the kinetic

energy slightly are called neutral schemes. Table 4.2 shows that the numerical dissipation and
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4 Idealised steady state flow

global numerical viscosity are decreased with increasing the resolution.

The advection schemes that increase kinetic energy (e.g. Superbee, Super-C schemes) and the

ones that decrease kinetic energy (e.g. MUSCL, SPL-1
3

schemes) are classified as antidissipa-

tive and dissipative schemes, respectively. It is concluded that the third group of the advection

schemes presented in section 2.9 includes neutral advcetion schemes. Moreover, according to

the results the advection schemes which cause smearing and squaring effects are dissipative

and antidissipative schemes, respectively.

Moreover, figures 4.2.c and 4.2.d compare the global effective viscosity and the global

Name Limiter Reference

MUSCL max[0,min (2r, 1/2 + r/2, 2)] Van Leer (1979)
Superbee max[0,min{2r,max (r, 1) , 2}] see Waterson and Deconinck

(2007)
Super-C [{r > 1 → min(r, 2/(1 − |Cr|), 0 ≤ r ≤

1→ min(1, 2r/|Cr|), r = 0→ 0}]
see Fringer and Armfield (2005)

P2-PDM {max(0,min(φ, 2/(1 − Cr), 2
r
Cr

)), φ =
(1/2+x)+(1/2−x)r, x = (1−2Cr)/6}

see Pietrzak (1998)

SPL- 1
3 max[0,min(2r, 1/3+2r/3, 2/3+r/3, 2)] see Waterson and Deconinck

(2007)
SPL-max- 12 max[0,min(2r,max(1/4 + 3r/4), 3/4 +

r/4), 2)]
Waterson and Deconinck (2007)

SPL-max- 13 max[0,min(2r,max(1/3 + 2r/3, 2/3 +
r/3), 2)]

Waterson and Deconinck (2007)

Van Albada r(r + 1)/(r2 + 1) Van Albada et al. (1997)
GPR-0 r(3r + 1)/(2r2 + r + 1) Waterson and Deconinck (2007)
OSPRE 3r(r + 1)/[2(r2 + r + 1)] see Waterson and Deconinck

(2007)

Name Type Reference

MP5 Geometrical approach (monotonicity
preserving, fifth order)

Suresh and Huynh (1997)

WENO Adaptive stencil (fifth order) Shu (1998)

Table 4.1: The advection schemes deployed in the Honeycomb test case. The first group
of advection schemes is expressed in flux-limiter form. r = Si+1−Si

Si−Si−1
, S and Cr are

concentration and Courant number, respectively.

numerical viscosity, respectively. The results of both methods depict a good agreement. The

comparison indicates that both methods can compute equal viscosity from different line of

thought. The global numerical viscosity and the global effective viscosity are almost constant

during the simulation. Therefore, the global numerical viscosity are only compared in the last

stage of the simulation. The results show that the antidissipative advection schemes present

negative global numerical viscosity and the dissipative advection schemes positive, respectively.
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4.3 Numerical experiment

(a) Honeycomb, Numerical Dissipation
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(d) Global Effective Eddy Viscosity
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Figure 4.2: Honeycomb test case. (a) Ratio of global accumulated numerical dissipation
(ND) to initial kinetic energy (KE0); (b) Ratio of kinetic energy (KE) to initial kinetic
energy; (c) Evolution of global numerical viscosity (see section 3.3.4); (d) Evolution of
global effective eddy viscosity (see section 3.3.5).
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4 Idealised steady state flow

(a) FOU
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Figure 4.3: Local numerical viscosity for the Honeycomb test case computed from the
local numerical viscosity method (see Eq. 3.48) after 2500 seconds.
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4.4 Summary and conclusion

Grids Properties

Name A B C
Number of cells 32*32 64*64 128*128
Grid size (∆x) 5 km 2.5 km 1.25 km
Time step (∆t) 5 s 2.5 s 1.25 s

Effective viscosity (m2s−1) ND/E0

Advection scheme A B C A B C
MUSCL 7.345 0.913 0.115 0.335 0.052 0.007
Superbee -5.189 -4.962 -1.507 -0.340 -0.336 -0.092
Super-C -15.327 -5.624 -1.548 -0.399 -0.389 -0.094
P2-PDM 5.553 0.652 0.081 0.266 0.038 0.005
SPL- 13 13.298 2.940 0.657 0.523 0.157 0.0380
SPL-max- 12 -0.408 -1.958 -0.691 -0.022 -0.120 -0.0409
SPL-max- 13 1.743 -1.013 -0.421 0.0929 -0.0600 -0.024
Van Albada 15.156 2.699 0.366 0.570 0.145 0.022
GPR-0 12.590 2.202 0.300 0.505 0.12 0.018
OPSRE 13.246 2.168 0.286 0.522 0.118 0.0170
WENO 0.130 -0.064 -0.006 0.008 -0.0029 0.000
MP5 1.540 0.077 0.009 0.082 0.005 0.001
FOU 61.455 40.233 25.716 0.97 0.915 0.798
Lax-Wendroff 0.024 0.012 0.006 0.002 0.001 0.001
Third order upstream 4.156 0.573 0.0779 0.206 0.032 0.0045

Table 4.2: The parameters and results of the Honeycomb test case with a maximum ve-
locity of 0.2 ms−1 and water depth of 200 m. Upper panel: resolution and grid size,
Lower panel: time averaged global effective numerical viscosity based on the local nu-
merical viscosity method (see Appendix) and ratio of the total accumulated Numerical
Dissipation (ND) until the 28th day to initial total kinetic energy (E0).

The neutral schemes, with the least possible numerical dissipation such as the WENO and the

MP5 schemes show the least absolute global numerical viscosity. Figure 4.3 displays snapshots

of local numerical viscosity of the FOU, Lax-Wendroff, SPL-1
3

and Superbee schemes. The nu-

merical viscosity of the FOU scheme as the most dissipative advection scheme is positive in the

whole domain, while the Lax-Wendroff scheme generates symmetric pattern of equal positive

and negative numerical viscosity. SPL-1
3

and Superbee also introduce symmetric pattern of

negative and positive numerical viscosity but with different magnitude. A possible explanation

for this might be that the local numerical viscosity of TVD schemes is a combination of the

FOU scheme and a higher order scheme.

4.4 Summary and conclusion

In this chapter, a system of steady state eddies including an approximate analytical solution of

the water elevation is introduced to diagnose the numerical dissipation of advection schemes.
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4 Idealised steady state flow

This solution is distinct from the earlier analytical solutions, because it is appropriate for depth

average solutions.

The main goal of this chapter was to categorise advection schemes based on their dissipative

behaviour when the eddies are stationary. The schemes that generate negative and positive

global numerical viscosity are considered as antidissipative and dissipative schemes, respec-

tively. The advection schemes are called neutral schemes that generate the least numerical

dissipation, e.g. the MP5, WENO and SPL-max-1
3

schemes. The results demonstrated that

the schemes with smearing and squaring effects are dissipative and antidissipative, respectively.

A notable result is that the Lax-Wendroff and third order upwind schemes conserve the total

kinetic energy as well as accurate TVD advection schemes. This rises the question whether

the advection schemes of the first group of categorisation in section 2.9 are also appropriate

choices for the advection terms of the momentum equations. The second major finding was

that the antidissipative and dissipative advection schemes present negative and positive global

numerical viscosity, respectively. In addition, it was shown that both methods of computing

global numerical viscosity and global effective viscosity generate same results, although they

are developed from different line of thought. Since the simulations in chapter 5 are expensive,

a few advection schemes are selected here only for continuing analysis. The WENO, MP5,

SPL-max-1
3
, P2-PDM advection schemes are selected as neutral schemes for the simulations

which generates th least numerical dissipation in chapter 5. The Superbee and SPL-1
3

advec-

tion schemes are also selected as examples of antidiffusive and diffusive advection schemes,

respectively.
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5 Effects of advection schemes on

lateral shear and baroclinic

instabilities

Numerical mixing and dissipation are inseparable portions of mixing and dissipation in ocean

models. Therefore, the lateral shear stresses, the intensity of buoyancy gradients and con-

sequently the stratification processes are affected by the used advection schemes. In this

chapter two numerical experiments are introduced to investigate the numerical effects of ad-

vection schemes on lateral shear instability and restratification process. All simulations are

performed for inviscid flow, therefore the dissipation and loss of energy are due to numerical

errors. The first experiment, the lateral shear instability adds to the results from the Hon-

eycomb experiment, because in contrast to the Honeycomb experiment that is designed for

smooth, stationary velocity field, it includes sharp discontinuities in the initial velocity field.

Although these 2D experiments provid good insight into the dissipative behaviour of advection

schemes, it is necessary to investigate the numerical effects of advection schemes for a more

realistic 3D flow including both the momentum and the tracer equations. In the analysis pre-

sented in this chapter, first, the dissipative behaviour of advection schemes is studied. Then,

their effects on instabilities are investigated. The baroclinic instability experiment is configured

for two cases with small and large Rossby numbers that mimic the behaviour of mesoscale

and submesoscale eddies, respectively. Since the numerical experiments are computationally

demanding, only a few advection schemes are selected for further analyses.

5.1 Lateral shear instability

The lateral shear instability experience is designed as a mid latitude zonal jet. The physical

properties of this experience i.e. water depth and maximum zonal velocity are adjusted so

that the initial background flow may represent for instance the Gulf stream (see figure 5.1).

It is assumed that the flow is inviscid and instability is studied in Cartesian coordinates with

f-plane approximation. The instability is developed in a zonal, frictionless, flat bottom re-

entrant channel. Initially, the flow is a background zonal jet with 1000 m depth and 50 km
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Figure 5.1: Initial conditions for the lateral shear instability test case. a,b : Zonal velocity
and surface elevation for test case A; c,d : Zonal velocity and surface elevation for test
case B; umax = 2.5ms−1.

width. Since physical viscosity is not introduced to the model, all the dissipation are due

to numerics. The simulation is conducted for three horizontal resolutions of 5 km, 2.5 km

and 1.25 km. Since the high resolution configuration of the experiment generates the least

numerical dissipation, the results of the finer grids are considered as reference. The experiment

is configured for two different types of zonal velocity distribution to challenge the advection

schemes in case of discontinuities and smooth conditions. Case A described by (5.1) is a jet

with normal meridional distribution of zonal velocity and the velocity profile of case B explained

by (5.2) is combination of a box and a point jet (concentration of vorticity at one point).

u(y) = umaxexp[
−(y − yc)2

2σ2
] (5.1)

u(y) =


0 y > y2

umax − ubox
|y−yc|
y2−yc

y1 ≤ y ≤ y2

0 y < y1

(5.2)

In the above relation, y is the meridional distance from southern solid boundary, and σ =

18000 m, umax = 2.5 ms−1, ubox = 2.0 ms−1, yc = Ly/2, y1 = Ly/4, y2 = 3Ly/4 are chosen

such that Ly = Lx = 240 km denote the width and length of the channel, respectively. The

geostrophically adjusted surface elevation η which are computed numerically using initial zonal

velocity (see Fig. 5.1) is perturbed to generate lateral shear instability. The initial perturba-

tions are amplified by extracting energy from the background flow. Then, unstable vortices

are generated which finally evolve into much larger ones. This process causes an exchange of
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5.1 Lateral shear instability
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Figure 5.2: Exchange of energy between kinetic energy, potential energy and numerical
dissipation. The noisy portion of kinetic energy is in balance with potential energy.
The kinetic energy is dissipated just due to numerical dissipation. ∆KE, ∆PE, ∆ND
and ME0 are kinetic energy exchange rate, potential energy exchange rate, numerical
dissipation rate and initial mechanical energy.

energy between mean and eddy energy. Figure (5.2) demonstrates that the kinetic energy are

dissipated only due to numerical dissipation. The noisy portion of kinetic energy is balanced

with the noisy portion of potential energy and the kinetic energy loss is equal to the global

numerical mixing rate. The former is associated with fast surface gravity waves and the latter

is associated with the vortical dynamics. Figure 5.3 shows the evolution of the vorticity field

for both cases simulated by the MP5 scheme which generates the least numerical dissipation

for the high resolution configuration.

Figures 5.4 and 5.5 compare snapshots of local numerical viscosity of the Superbee and the

SPL-1
3

schemes. For both cases the Superbee scheme generates the largest area of negative

values and the SPL-1
3

scheme generates mostly positive local numerical viscosity. Figures 5.6.a

and 5.6.b compare numerical dissipation of lowest resolution configuration in cases A and B.

The Superbee and SPL-1
3

advection schemes show antidissipative and dissipative behaviour for

the both cases, respectively. Figures 5.6.c and 5.6.d demonstrate that the dissipative scheme,

the SPL-max-1
3

scheme, shows positive and the antidissipative schemes, the Superbee scheme,

shows negative global numerical viscosity. MP5 and SPL-max-1
3

(neutral schemes) demon-
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5 Effects of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities

(a) Case A - 2.18 days (b) Case B - 2.18 days

(c) Case A - 2.99 days (d) Case B - 2.99 days

(e) Case A - 4.13 days (f) Case B - 4.13 days

Figure 5.3: Time evolution of the vorticity and velocity field of case A (a,c,e) and case
B (b,d,f) for the lateral shear instability test case using MP5 advection scheme for
resolution R3.
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5.2 Baroclinic instability

strate a relatively small global numerical viscosity. In addition, global numerical viscosity of

Superbee scheme in case B is positive in the earlier stage of instability. FLMs increase the

portion of the first order upwind advection scheme in the solution to guarantee monotonicity

and consequently damp the numerical oscillation. Later, the sharp gradients are smoothed

and kinetic energy is increased again due to the antidissipative behaviour of Superbee scheme.

Table 5.1 compares the ratio of the total accumulated numerically dissipated energy to the

total initial mechanical energy for three resolutions. For both cases increasing the resolution

reduces the numerical dissipation. As it is expected, the first order upwind advection scheme

shows the highest amount of dissipation. In addition, the Superbee and SPL-1
3

schemes have

the highest negative and positive numerical dissipation among the TVD schemes. The SPL-

max-1
3

and MP5 schemes generate the least absolute dissipation. The results of the third

order upwind scheme for the high resolution experiment is comparable with the WENO and

MP5 schemes. However, the Lax-Wendroff scheme that dissipates energy in the Honeycomb

experiment, less than the third order upwind is numerically unstable for the parameter used

in this experiment. It indicates that although the advection schemes of the first group of

advection schemes categorised in section 2.9 might be appropriate choice for the advection

terms of momentum equations, they might need artificial uniform viscosity to be numerically

stable.

Figures 5.6.e and 5.6.f compare the total eddy kinetic energy of the cases A and B, respec-

tively. For the case A, the low-resolution simulations using the WENO, MP5 and SPL-max-1
3

schemes generate similar eddy kinetic energy to the high-resolution simulation using the MP5

scheme. However, in case B, the higher resolution reference simulation resolves more eddies

and generates higher level of eddy kinetic energy.

5.2 Baroclinic instability

Oceans have relatively large scale horizontal buoyancy gradients which is the main driver of the

baroclinic instabilities. The consequence of such instabilities is restratification of the ocean

by slumping isopycnals and mixing the tracer fields horizontally. Thus, advection schemes

with different intensity of numerical mixing and dissipation may affect the stratification. Sub-

sequently, the mixing parameterisation deduced from numerical experiments depend on the

used advection scheme. An eddying channel flow experiment is used to diagnose the effects

of numerical mixing and dissipation on baroclinic instabilities. Such configurations are often

used to validate mixing parameterisations (e.g., Fox-Kemper et al., 2008; Eden, 2010, 2011;
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5 Effects of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities

(a) Case A, SPL- 1
3
, 2.99 days (b) Case B, SPL- 1

3
, 2.99 days

(c) Case A, SPL- 1
3
, 4.13 days (d) Case B, SPL- 1

3
, 4.13 days

Figure 5.4: Local numerical viscosity (see Eq. 3.48). Panels for resolution R3 (a,b) display
Superbee as anti-dissipative scheme, Panels (c,d) show SPL-1

3
scheme viscosity as

dissipative scheme.
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5.2 Baroclinic instability

(a) Case A, Superbee, 2.99 days (b) Case B, Superbee, 2.99 days

(c) Case A, Superbee, 4.13 days (d) Case B, Superbee, 4.13 days

Figure 5.5: Local numerical viscosity (see Eq. 3.48). Panels for resolution R3 (a,b) display
Superbee as anti-dissipative scheme, Panels (c,d) show SPL-1

3
scheme viscosity as

dissipative scheme.
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5 Effects of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities
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(e) Case A, Eddy Kinetic Energy
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Figure 5.6: Lateral shear instability test case for resolution R1: (a,b): ratio of (accumu-
lated) global numerically dissipated energy to initial mechanical energy;(c,d): ratio of
total Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) to total initial mechanical energy; (e,f): comparison
of global numerical viscosity.
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5.2 Baroclinic instability

Grids Properties

Name R1 R2 R3
Number of cells 96*96 192*192 384*384
Cell size (∆x) 2.5 km 1.25 km 0.625 km
Time step (∆t) 1.0 s 0.5 s 0.25 s

ND/ME0 Case A Case B

Advection scheme R1 R2 R3 R1 R2 R3
FOU 0.5910 0.4996 0.3748 0.5910 0.3467 0.2237
Thirs Order Upstream 0.0417 0.0106 0.0028 0.0202 0.0075 0.0033
P2-PDM 0.0490 0.0120 0.0031 0.0241 0.0087 0.0035
Superbee -0.1255 -0.0447 -0.0175 -0.0596 -0.0289 -0.0175
SPL-max- 13 0.0057 -0.0046 -0.0030 0.0025 -0.0015 -0.0015
SPL- 13 0.1263 0.0386 0.0119 0.0629 0.0218 0.0100
MP5 0.0189 0.0047 0.0012 0.0115 0.0078 0.0067
WENO 0.0362 0.0092 0.0026 0.0257 0.0118 0.0088

Table 5.1: The parameters and results of the lateral shear instability test case. First
panel: resolution and grid size, Second panel: The ratio of the (accumulated) global
numerically dissipated energy (ND) to initial total kinetic energy (ME0) until the 8th
day.

Skyllingstad and Samelson, 2012). The configuration used in this study resembles the models

from Eady (1949) and Stone (1966) (see Brüggemann and Eden (2014) for more details). The

analytical solutions derived in (Eady, 1949; see section 3.1.10) are only valid for large Richard-

son numbers and therefore quasi-geostrophic dynamics. For Richardson number of order one,

only approximate analytical solutions can be found (e.g., Stone, 1966). These solutions are

often used to infer on the growth rate and the wave length of the fastest growing unstable

wave in a baroclinically unstable environment (e.g., Boccaletti et al., 2007; Fox-Kemper et al.,

2008; Skyllingstad and Samelson, 2012). The comparison demonstrates a good agreement

between the length scale of the fastest growing wave in the model and the length scale sug-

gest by linear theory.

This test case is a zonal, re-entrant, flat-bottom channel on the f-plane with a constant vertical

and meridional buoyancy gradient and a zonal background velocity in thermal wind balance

which is unstable to small perturbations. The northern and southern solid boundaries are

considered as free slip. Table 5.2 summarises the parameters and variable used to design the

configurations. The configurations differ in their horizontal grid sizes and dynamical regimes,

namely with Rossby numbers of 0.1 and 0.8, respectively. Thereby, we refer simulations to

be mesoscale if their background state is characterised by Ro = 0.1. On the other hand,

simulations with a background state that is characterised by Ro = 0.8 are referred to as
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5 Effects of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities

(a) 123.3 days (b) 123.3 days

(c) 146.6 days (d) 146.6 days

(e) 227.33 days (f) 227.33 days

Figure 5.7: The configuration with Ro = 0.1 of baroclinic instability test case using MP5
advection scheme for resolution D. (a,c,e): contours of horizontal surface temperature
and velocity field (arrows); (b,d,f): zonal average contours of temperature.
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5.2 Baroclinic instability

(a) 19.2 days

(b) 19.2 days

(c) 28.33 days

(d) 28.33 days

(e) 45.41 days

(f) 45.41 days

Figure 5.8: The configuration with Ro = 0.8 of baroclinic instability test case using MP5
advection scheme for resolution D. (a,c,e): contours of horizontal surface temperature
and velocity field (arrows); (b,d,f): zonal average contours of temperature.
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5 Effects of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities

submesoscale. While small Rossby numbers are typical for most situations in the ocean interior,

Rossby numbers of order one might be found within the upper ocean mixed layer. The grid

sizes for the setups A, B, C, D for the submesoscale configuration are 5 km, 2.5 km, 1.25 km

and 0.625 km and for the mesoscale configuration are 40.0 km, 20.0 km, 10.0 km and 5.0

km, respectively. To generate instability, small perturbations are added to the temperature

field which grow continuously until finite amplitude baroclinic waves are developed (figures

5.7.a and 5.8.a). The zonal scale of the fastest growing modes, Ls, the classical Eady solution

for the mesoscale configuration and Stone’s approximation for the finite Richardson numbers

Ri, ks,

ks =

√
5/2

1 +Ri

f

U0

(5.3)

for the submesoscale configuration are approximated as Ls ≈ 156 km and Ls ≈ 25.175 km,

respectively. In (5.3), ks, U0 and Ri are wavenumber, velocity scale and Richardson number,

respectively. At the phase that finite amplitude baroclinic waves are developed, the computed

scale of maximum instability based on spectral analysis of velocity field is 155 km and 25

km for both dynamical regimes, respectively. Growth of unstable waves (see figures 5.7.c and

5.8.c) is driven by a conversion of available potential energy into eddy kinetic energy. Later,

the meanders gradually evolve into closed asymmetric eddies for the submesoscale configura-

tion and symmetric dipoles for the mesoscale setup (see figures 5.7.e and 5.8.e). Note that the

same advection schemes for all spatial directions are selected for the momentum and tracer

equations. However, due to the fact that the MP5 and WENO schemes are very expensive

algorithms they are selected here only for the horizontal direction. The vertical advection

scheme applied together with the WENO and MP5 schemes is the P2-PDM scheme for both

tracer and momentum equations. The P2-PDM scheme is also selected as vertical advection

scheme for the third order upwind scenario.

5.2.1 Background potential energy

Figures 5.9.a and 5.9.b compare the time evolution of background potential energy (BPE) for

the mesoscale and submesoscale configurations, respectively. It is indicated that a larger por-

tion of available potential energy (APE) is dissipated for the mesoscale configuration than for

the submesoscale configuration. The SPL-1
3

scheme, for example, dissipates 5 and 10 percent

of initial mechanical energy of the submesoscale and mesoscale configurations. Figures 5.9.c

and 5.9.d compare the BPE of the model for all four resolutions of both configurations when
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5.2 Baroclinic instability

Grids properties

Configuration Configuration with Ro = 0.8 Configuration with Ro = 0.1
Resolution A B C D A B C D

Horizontal cells number
(Nx, Ny )

32*32 64*64 128*128 256*256 32*32 64*64 128*128 256*256

Horizontal grid size (∆x,
km )

5.0 2.5 1.25 0.625 40.0 20.0 10.0 5.0

Time step (∆t, s) 8.0 4.0 2.0 1.0 64.0 32.0 16.0 8.0

Parameters

Name Symbol

Rossby number Ro 0.8 0.1
Velocity scale U0 0.2 ms−1

Coriolis frequency f0 5.0× 10−5s−1

Rossby radius of deformation L0 ≈ U0

f0Ro
≈ NH

f0
5000.0 m 40000.0 m

Richardson number Ri = 1./Ro2 1.562 100
Channel width & length Ly ≈ Lx ≈ 32L0 160 km 1280 km
Water depth H 200 m 1600 m
Aspect ratio (δ = H/L0) 4.0× 10−2

Vertical buoyancy gradient N2 = (Lf0/H)2 = (f0/δ)
2 1.56× 10−6s−2

Horizontal buoyancy gradient M2 = U/(f0H) = [Ro/δf20 ] 5.0× 10−8s−2 6.25× 10−9s−2

Table 5.2: The resolutions and parameters used in the baroclinic test case.

approximately 70 and 65 percent of APE are released, respectively (the average percentage of

maximum released APE of all advection schemes for resolution A in first phase). It is shown

that refining the grids generally decreases the BPE. It is also shown that all advection schemes

dissipate energy globally in the restratification phase. From the outset of the simulation until

approximately day 40 for the submesoscale configuration and day 200 for the mesoscale con-

figuration, the instability restratifies the fluid. During this phase the initial sharp temperature

gradients are smoothed and all advection schemes present globally diffusive behaviour, as al-

ready seen in case B of the lateral shear instability setup (see figure 5.6.d), where all schemes

are dissipative initially. After that stage which coincides with the threshold of switching from

the initial semi-3D flow to a two-dimensional flow including eddies with larger size, the hori-

zontal temperature gradients are weak, and the vertical heat flux is decreased. Consequently,

the advection schemes are less diffusive in the second phase. In all configurations, SPL-1
3

and

Superbee are the most diffusive and antidiffusive schemes, respectively.

Figures 5.10.a and 5.10.b compare the averaged numerical diapycnal diffusivity knum
avg of some

advetcion schemes for case C. It becomes evident that the most diffusive schemes results in

the largest effective diffusivity. In addition, the averaged numerical diapycnal diffusivity of

different advection schemes in the mesoscale configuration are clearly distinct. In contrast,

the results of different advection schemes of the submesoscale configuration are approximately
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5 Effects of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities

in the same order because all advection scheme are initially diffusive. In all configurations,

SPL-1
3

and Superbee are the most diffusive and antidiffusive schemes, respectively.

Figures 5.10.c and 5.10.d compare the maximum averaged numerical diapycnal diffusivity of

different advection schemes computed for the three different horizontal resolutions. Increasing

the horizontal resolution decreases the maximum averaged numerical diapycnal diffusivity for

the mesoscale configuration. In contrast, refining the grids, increases the maximum averaged

numerical diapycnal diffusivity for the submesoscale configuration. A possible explanation for

this is that the eddies in the resolutions with ∆x
Rd

smaller than 0.5 are properly resolved. Thus,

the denominator in (3.50) might be dominant.

5.2.2 Numerical dissipation

Figures 5.11.a and 5.11.b compare accumulated global numerically dissipated energy of the

mesoscale configuration and the submesoscale configuration, respectively. very similar to the

previous analysis, the numerical dissipation analysis, demonstrates that the numerical dissi-

pation evolves in two phases. The first phase is during the restratification process which

causes the highest level of dissipation, and the second phase is associated with a quasi two-

dimensional flow. All advection schemes in the first phase are globally dissipative. However,

in the second phase, when the momentum gradients are smooth, the antidissipative schemes

represent negative global numerical dissipation..

In all configurations, SPL-1
3

and Superbee are the most dissipative and antidissipative schemes,

respectively. The portion of dissipated energy in both regimes are approximately in the same

order. Figures 5.11.d and 5.11.c compare the numerical dissipation of the model for the

mesoscale and the submesoscale configurations when approximately 70 and 65 percent of

APE are released, respectively. It is demonstrated that increasing the horizontal resolution

generally decreases the numerical dissipation.

5.2.3 Available potential energy

Figures 5.12.a and 5.12.b compare the time evolution of the APE of different advection

schemes. In the mesoscale configuration, the advection schemes generate different results.

The antidissipative schemes reduce APE more than the others for all resolutions. The Super-

bee scheme reduces APE most and the difference of final APE of the Superbee scheme with

the most diffusive advection scheme, SPL-max-1
3
, is about 5 percent of total initial mechanical

energy. The sensitivity analysis (see figures 5.13.a and 5.13.b) to the grid size demonstrates

that the low resolution experiments release much less APE in the first phase than the high
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5.2 Baroclinic instability

(a) Ro = 0.1, ∆x/L0 = 1/4
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Figure 5.9: Baroclinic instability test case. Ratio of background potential energy to initial
total mechanical energy. ME0, L0 and ∆x are initial total mechanical energy, initial
Rossby radius of deformation and grid size, respectively. (a,b): Time evolution of
background potential energy for the mesoscale configuration and the configurations
with L0 = 0.8 for resolution C; (c): Background potential energy of the submesoscale
configuration when 70 % of available potential energy is released; (d): Background
potential energy of the submesoscale configuration when 65 % of available potential
energy is released.
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(a) Ro = 0.1, ∆x/L0 = 1/4
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Figure 5.10: Baroclinic instability test case. L0, knum
avg and ∆x are initial Rossby radius

of deformation, averaged numerical diapycnal diffusivity and grid size for resolution
C for four different advection schemes (SPL-1

3
, Superbee, MP5, SPL-max-1

3
). (a,b):

Evolution of numerical diapycnal diffusivity of the mesoscale and the submesoscale
configurations; (c): maximum numerical diapycnal diffusivity of the mesoscale con-
figuration; (d): maximum numerical diapycnal diffusivity of the submesoscale config-
uration.
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Figure 5.11: Baroclinic instability test case. Ratio of numerical dissipation to total ini-
tial mechanical energy. ME0, L0 and ∆x are initial total mechanical energy, initial
Rossby radius of deformation and grid size. (a,b): Numerical dissipation of the
mesoscale configuration and the submesoscale configuration for resolution C; (c):
Numerical dissipation of the mesoscale configuration when approximately 70 % of
available potential energy is released; (d): Numerical dissipation of the submesoscale
configuration when 65 % of available potential energy is released.
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resolution experiments.
(a) Ro = 0.1, ∆x/L0 = 1/4
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Figure 5.12: Baroclinic instability test case. Available Potential Energy (APE). ME0 is
initial total mechanical energy. (a,b): Evolution of available potential energy of the
mesoscale configuration and the submesoscale configuration for resolution C.

5.2.4 Eddy kinetic energy

Figures 5.14.a and 5.14.b compare the evolution of eddy kinetic energy for the meso- and sub-

mesoscale configurations, respectively. It is shown for both configurations that the Superbee

scheme as the antidissipative scheme allows for the highest level of eddy kinetic energy. In

addition, the SPL-1
3

scheme as the most dissipative scheme generates the lowest level. Thus,

positive numerical dissipation decreases the level of final stratification. The comparison of

case C of the submesoscale configuration indicates that the results do not clearly discriminate

between the advection schemes. Thus, it is concluded that all schemes release a similar level

of energy.

5.3 Summary and discussion

This study analyses the diffusive and dissipative effects of advection schemes on baroclinic

and lateral shear instability under different dynamical conditions characterised by large and

small Rossby numbers. It is shown that the WENO, MP5, Third order upwind, SPL-max-1
3
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Figure 5.13: Baroclinic instability test case. Available Potential Energy (APE). ME0, is
initial total mechanical energy. (a,b): Evolution of available potential energy of the
mesoscale configuration and the submesoscale configuration for all resolutions using
the SPL-1

3
advection scheme.

and P2-PDM advection schemes generate the smallest absolute value of numerical dissipation

for dynamical regimes with low and large Ro. When eddies are resolved appropriately, the

numerical dissipation and variation of background potential energy of simulations for coarser

grids (e.g. case C of the submesoscale configuration of baroclinic instability and case R2 of

lateral shear instability) using the MP5 and SPL-max-1
3

advection schemes are on the same

order or less than the results of finer grids (case D of the submesoscale configuration of baro-

clinic instability and case R3 of lateral shear instability) using other advection schemes (see

for example figures 5.9.d and 5.11.d and Table 5.1). Since MP5 and SPL-max-1
3

advection

schemes generate the least absolute numerical dissipation in the shear instability test case,
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Figure 5.14: Baroclinic instability test case. (a,b): ratio of total Eddy Kinetic Energy
(EKE) to total initial mechanical energy for resolution C. ME0 is initial total me-
chanical energy.
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5 Effects of advection schemes on lateral shear and baroclinic instabilities

they are considered as the most accurate schemes for the tracer and momentum advection

schemes. Furthermore, using a Third order upwind scheme as momentum advection scheme

dissipates kinetic energy competitively to using MP5 and SPL-1
3

schemes in the baroclinic test

case. However, MP5 and WENO schemes take approximately 2.3 times longer than the TVD

schemes in our implementation.

The results of all experiments demonstrate that refining the grids reduces the total kinetic

energy error and numerical mixing. Consequently, the global numerical viscosity of the lateral

shear instability experiment and averaged numerical diffusivity of the configuration with small

Ro of the baroclinic instability experiment are decreased. However, increasing the horizon-

tal resolution in the configuration with large Ro increases the numerical diapycnal diffusivity.

This might be due to the fact that the eddies are resolved appropriately for the high resolu-

tion setups. Therefore, the decrement of the diapycnal discrete gradient of density might be

dominant in (3.50).

Energy in the baroclinic instability experiments is dissipated numerically in two phases. In

the first phase, which is associated with baroclinic production of eddy kinetic energy, the

advection schemes which are recognised as neutral schemes in the lateral shear instability

experiment increase BPE approximately 5 percent of initial mechanical energy for all configu-

rations when ∆x/L0 = 1/4. In addition, for the same resolution the neutral schemes dissipate

approximately 15 to 20 percent of initial mechanical energy in all simulations. However, for

the mesoscale configuration the diffusive scheme, SPL-1
3
, and the antidiffusive scheme, Su-

perbee, change BPE two times more than when these schemes are used in the submesoscale

configuration. In contrast to the first phase, in the second phase, while turbulence is fully

developed, BPE is approximately constant and kinetic energy is dissipated slightly. In general,

the numerical dissipation and mixing rate in the first phase are much larger than in the second

phase and all schemes are globally dissipative in the first phase. However, for the submesoscale

experiment the advection schemes which are known mostly as antidiffusive schemes present

partially globally antidissipative and antidiffusive behaviour in the second phase. The possible

reason is that both momentum and tracer gradients are sharp in the first phase and smooth in

the second phase. Therefore, the local dissipation and mixing rate are mostly positive in the

first phase. The global numerical diffusivity in the baroclinic instability test case is increased

up to a maximum value which occurs when approximately half of the available potential en-

ergy has been released. Then, the numerical diffusivity is diminished gradually. Similarly, the

absolute global numerical viscosity in the lateral shear instability experiment is amplified up to

a maximum value that occurs when approximately half of the eddy kinetic energy is produced.
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5.4 Conclusions

It was shown that all advection schemes in the submesoscale configuration generate approxi-

mately the same level of eddy kinetic energy. However, when the flow is quasi two-dimensional

the dissipative schemes generate less eddy kinetic energy than the antidissipative schemes and

the final stratification levels are clearly distinct. In contrast, the final levels of the stratification

of the fluid in the submesoscale configuration of all advection schemes are approximately the

same.

5.4 Conclusions

The results of this chapter show that all tested advection schemes in the restratification phase

of baroclinic instability experiment are numerically dissipative and increase the background

potential energy. However, when the governing flow is 2D in both test cases the Superbee

advection scheme is antidissipative, and the other schemes are dissipative. Another major

outcome is that generally positive global numerical dissipation and positive background po-

tential energy evolution delay the restratification process. Returning to the main question of

this study, it is now possible to state that the MP5 and SPL-max-1
3

schemes generate the

best results, with the MP5 scheme being computationally more demanding but more accu-

rate. Taken together, these results suggest to use either the MP5 scheme as a high-order

advection scheme or the SPL-max-1
3

scheme as a TVD advection scheme for eddy-resolving

ocean models if new mixing parameterisations are to be derived or high accuracy of the results

is demanded.
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6 Summary and conclusions

This research was undertaken to resolve the ambiguity in selecting advection schemes in oceanic

applications. The advection schemes in this research were initially categorised based on their

dissipative behaviour performing two idealised 2D experiments. Then, a series of 3D sim-

ulations were conducted with the aim of assessing the effects of advection schemes on the

restratification process for dynamical regimes with small and large Rossby numbers, interpreted

here as mesoscale and submesoscale flows. The variety of the used advection schemes and

the applied methodology, the innovation in designing the 2D experiments and the systematic

analyses of the effects of advection schemes on the restratification process make this study

distinctive and unique.

Previous studies and the 1D numerical advection transport experiment performed in this re-

search have shown that the flux-limited advection schemes cause smearing and squaring effects

near discontinuities and maxima in the solution. These effects cause positive and negative local

numerical dissipation, respectively. The advection schemes that show positive and negative

global numerical dissipation are called dissipative and antidissipative schemes, respectively.

The most obvious finding of this study is that advection schemes, especially TVD schemes,

do not necessarily present constant dissipative behaviour. For example, the advection schemes

categorised as dissipative schemes generate also negative numerical viscosity but in smaller

area than the antidissipative schemes. In contrast to dissipative and antidissipative schemes,

the neutral schemes (e.g. the SPL-max-1
3
, MP5 and WENO schemes) dissipate kinetic energy

very slightly. For these schemes the regions of negative and positive local numerical viscosity

are balanced. The results of the baroclinic instability experiments indicate that all tested ad-

vection schemes are dissipated in the restratification phase of the experiments. The results of

the baroclinic instability experiments indicate that all tested advection schemes are dissipative

in the restratification phase of the experiments. It seems that the dissipation in the restratifi-

cation phase is mostly due to the vertical momentum and tracer advection schemes. However,

when the flow is stratified, the main portion of global numerical dissipation and variation of

background potential energy is due to horizontal advection schemes when the dynamics of the

flow is 2D. The results of this research support the idea that positive numerical dissipation

reduces the level of released eddy kinetic energy and delay restratification. Taken together,
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6 Summary and conclusions

these results suggest that the MP5 and SPL-max-1
3

schemes perform much better than other

schemes. Although the WENO scheme provides promising accuracy in the 2D experiments, its

combination with the P2-PDM advection scheme in 3D experiments is more dissipative and

diffusive than the SPL-max-1
3
. Therefore, for developing new mixing parameterisation on any

scale or for performing highly accurate eddy-resolving simulations, it is recommended to use

MP5 and SPL-max-1
3

schemes.
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7 Recommendations for future work

It is recommended that further research be undertaken in the following areas:

1. An issue that was not addressed in this study is a small portion of mechanical energy that is

not quantified. This can be seen in the stacked plot in figure 7.1 by comparing the final level

of mechanical energy and the initial mechanical energy. This problem was also presented in

the the previous studies, see for example Figure 3 of Klingbeil et al. (2014). It seems that this

portion of mechanical energy is lost when kinetic energy is extracted from available potential

energy due to discretisation errors in internal pressure terms. Analysing the kinetic energy

budget might be a clue to find the reasons and to quantify the lost mechanical energy.

Figure 7.1: Evolution of global energy composition in the baroclinic instability test case.
The experiment is performed for Ro = 0.8 and ∆x/L0 = 1/4 using the P2-PDM
advection scheme. KE and MK0 are total kinetic energy and initial mechanical energy,
respectively. BPE, APE and ND are explained in chapter 3

2. Further research regarding the effects of advection schemes on the pattern of flow would

be interesting. As an example, a series of simulations following the work of Tartinville et al.

(1998) are performed here to see the effects of advection schemes on the azimuthal wavenum-

ber which was attributed by them to the discretisation errors of the horizontal advection of

momentum. This test case consists of a column of relatively light fresh water which is initially

in rest. Then, the fluid spreads over the surface because it is lighter than the ambient water.
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Length and width of basin 60 km
Horizontal resolution 1 km
Water depth 20 m
Number of vertical layers 20
Coriolis parameter 1.15× 10−4s−1

Depth of fresh water lens 10 m
Diameter of fresh water lens 3 km

Salinity within the lens (in psu) 1.1
(
d
3

)8
+ 33.75

Salinity out of the initial fresh water column (in psu) 34.85

Table 7.1: The resolutions and parameters used in the fresh water lens. d (in km) is the
distance from the centre. The diffusivity and viscosity are set to zero. Salinity and
water elevation in the boundaries are restored to the ambient water salinity and zero,
respectively.

During the geostrophic adjustment, the fast inertial waves radiate out of the centre and the

slow flows generate several vortex pairs which rotate around the centre. The simulation is

designed here similar to the test case in the work of Tartinville et al. (1998) except that the

length and width of the basin is doubled. Table 7.1 summarises the parameters used.

Tartinville et al. (1998) states that according to the results of laboratory experiment (Griffiths

and Linden, 1981), the configuration designed for this test case should generate an order-two

baroclinic instability. Figure 7.2 shows the results of the simulations after 30 days using the

P2-PDM, Superbee, SPL-max-1
3
, WENO and MP5 advection schemes. The P2-PDM scheme

is used for the vertical direction when the WENO and MP5 schemes are selected for the

horizontal direction. The last simulation (see figure 7.2.f) used the WENO and SPL-max-1
3

schemes for the horizontal direction of the tracer and momentum equations, respectively. The

results show that the P2-PDM scheme generates a wavenumber-four instability. In addition,

the Superbee and MP5 schemes generate a wavenumber-two instability. However, the resulting

dipole structures using the MP5 scheme is much stronger and much more similar to the result

of laboratory experiment shown in figure 7.3.a. The SPL-max-1
3

scheme generates also two

dipole structures, but the fresh water fluid from the original central vortex is not removed

completely. Interestingly, the WENO scheme (figure 7.2.e) and the last simulation (figure

7.2.f) produce a wavenumber-three instability. The laboratory results also show asymmetric

structures for different initial conditions (see figures 7.3.b and 7.3.c). An explanation for this

asymmetric structure might be that the WENO scheme is an adaptive stencil. Therefore, the

WENO scheme uses variable coefficients in providing the convex combination of all possible

stencils for computing interface values. Although MP5 generates results that are closest

to the laboratory experiment, more evidence is still required to definitely conclude that the
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(a) P2-PDM (b) Superbee

(c) SPL-max- 1
3

(d) MP5

(e) WENO (f) SPL-max- 1
3
and WENO

Figure 7.2: Fresh water lens test case. Velocity field (arrows) and sea surface salinity
(color code) after 30 days using a) P2-PDM, b) Superbee, c) SPL-max-1

3
, d) MP5, e)

WENO and f) WENO-SPL-max-1
3

advection schemes. The contours show the isolines
of the salinity in psu.
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7 Recommendations for future work

MP5 scheme generates the best results. Since baroclinic instabilities are very sensitive to

initial conditions and there are some differences between laboratory experiment and numerical

simulations, recognising the correct result is nontrivial.

a) b) c)

Figure 7.3: Plan view photographs of laboratory experiments (Griffiths and Linden, 1981).
(a) Order-two baroclinic instability, two dipole structures separate from each other;
(b) Order-three baroclinic instability, this experiment is for a large ratio of the initial
height of freshwater column to water depth; (c) Order-three baroclinic instability,
anticyclonic parts cover the big area of each dipole.

3. The current research has systematically assessed the effects of advection schemes on restrat-

ification processes. In a similar way it would be interesting to analyse the effects of advection

schemes on other physical processes such as gravity currents and meridional overturning cir-

culations. The penetration depth of the bottom gravity current and the balanced velocity of

meridional overturning circulation might be influenced by the used advection schemes.

4. Although numerical mixing and dissipation are irreversible processes, it might be possible to

compute antidissipative fluxes to reduce numerical mixing and dissipation similar to the FCT

method. Antidissipative fluxes would be computed using local numerical viscosity. In addition

to the methodology suggested in this research, it might be possible to solve a set of equations

numerically to forecast the numerical viscosity.

5. A new hybrid advection scheme can be developed deploying local numerical mixing and

dissipation analyses. This scheme diagnoses the numerical dissipation in each time step and

switches smoothly and locally between dissipative and antidissipative TVD schemes based on

the sign and intensity of local numerical dissipation to minimise the numerical effects. This

method is very similar to the hybrid method introduced by Fringer and Armfield (2005). Their

advection scheme switches globally between diffusive and antidiffusive limiters in case of de-
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creasing and increasing background potential energy, respectively.

6. Developing an advection scheme that conserves kinetic energy, enstrophy etc is the aim of

several advection schemes, e.g. Ketefian and Jacobson (2009). I suggest that these methods

deploy the WENO and MP5 schemes instead of the central method for approximating the

interface values. It might reduce the possibility of observing the numerical problems reviewed

in chapter 1, although it has been mentioned that the results of the WENO scheme and

quadratic conservative schemes are very sensitive to any variations in their algorithms.
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